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Preface

The Oracle9i Lite Developers Guide for Windows CE introduces Oracle Lite and its 
components. This guide shows you how to develop, deploy, and maintain Oracle 
Lite databases.

This guide discusses:

Chapter 1, "Overview" Provides an overview of Oracle Lite database 
and the Mobile Development Kit for 
Windows CE.

Chapter 2, "Synchronization" Discusses replicating with the Mobile Sync, 
including Mobile Sync features, mapping 
datatypes, configuring transport, the 
publish/subscribe model, winning rules, 
indexes, and sequences.

Chapter 3, "ActiveX Data Objects 
for Windows CE"

Describes Oracle Lite ActiveX Data Objects 
for Windows CE.

Chapter 4, "Using the Packaging 
Wizard"

Discusses using the Packaging Wizard to 
create and deploy applications.

Appendix A, "Mobile Server 
System Catalog Views"

Describes the object types in the system 
catalog.

Appendix B, "Oracle Lite Utilities" Describes the database tools and utilities 
available with Oracle Lite.
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Overview

This document provides an overview of developing applications with Mobile 
Development Kit for Windows CE, including requirements, product components, 
and installation procedures. Topics include:

■ Introduction

■ Application Development

■ Installation

■ Deinstallation

■ Development Process

■ Limitations

1.1 Introduction
This release of Oracle Lite database runs on Windows CE 2.0 (and higher) devices. 
With Oracle Lite, enterprise applications using standard SQL can run on Windows 
CE with automatic data synchronization with enterprise servers. 

Oracle Lite database on Windows CE offers a standard ODBC or JDBC interface. 
With data replication, distributed users have access to a lightweight database that 
synchronizes with Mobile Server. Oracle Lite database for Windows CE supports 
synchronous bi-directional replication using subquery snapshots. Subquery 
snapshots allow you to easily define the subsets of data that are needed by each 
remote or disconnected device. For more information on subquery snapshots, see 
Chapter 2, "Synchronization".

Oracle Lite database for Windows CE supports replication over Ethernet, wireless, 
modem, and serial connections using one of the following transfer mechanisms: 
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Application Development
■ HTTP (when used with Mobile Server). See Section 2.7, "Setting Up Mobile 
Client on the Device", for more information.

■ File-based.

Activesync, SQL*Net and Oracle Net8i replication are currently not supported. 
Activesync may be used to copy files.

1.2 Application Development
Applications for Windows CE devices are most often developed and tested first on 
the desktop, and then downloaded to the device. Oracle Lite database for Windows 
CE enables the following cross-environment development models: 

■ You can use the Windows CE emulator on a Windows NT workstation. This 
allows rapid development and testing cycles without requiring you to 
download to the Windows CE device after each re-compile.

■ You can test your applications directly on the Windows CE device.

Note: The Oracle Lite database for Windows CE database files are 
compatible with the Oracle Lite database files (.ODB files) on the 
desktop. You can copy database files from one environment to the 
other.

Additionally, you can store Oracle Lite database for Windows CE 
database files (.ODB files) on flash memory for extra storage, 
however accessing Oracle Lite database directly from flash memory 
is not currently supported.
1-2 Oracle9i Lite Developers Guide for Windows CE



Application Development
Figure 1–1 Development Interfaces

1.2.1 Tools
To facilitate development and debugging, tools such as Mobile SQL can be used 
from the desktop to access the Oracle Lite database on the Windows CE device. 
Simply use ODBC:CE as the connect string.

You can also use other Oracle Lite database tools and utilities on the Windows CE 
device, including:

■ CREATEDB

■ REMOVEDB

■ ODBINFO

■ ENCRYPDB

■ DECRYPDB

See the Appendix B, "Oracle Lite Utilities" for more information on these utilities.

1.2.2 JDBC
The Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) interface specifies a set of Java classes that 
provide an ODBC-like interface to SQL databases for Java applications. JDBC, part 

Note: Mobile Development Kit for Windows CE is certified 
against Visual C++ version 6.0 (for Windows CE). Mobile 
Development Kit is not certified against CE Tools 3.0.
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Application Development
of the JDK (Java Developer’s Kit) core, provides an object interface to relational 
databases. Oracle Lite database supports JDBC through an Oracle Lite database, 
Type-2 JDBC driver that interprets the JDBC calls and passes them to Oracle Lite 
database. The Mobile Development Kit requires JDK version 1.1.8.

For more information see the Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\Examples\Java 
directory. 

1.2.3 ODBC
The Windows CE Toolkit does not install ODBC header files such as SQL.H in the 
Visual C++ for Windows CE include directory. You must manually copy the header 
files to the Windows CE include directory to compile your ODBC application using 
Visual C++.

Windows CE does not support the ODBC driver manager. To use Oracle Lite 
database as the database in your Visual C++ ODBC applications, you need to: 

■ Install Visual C++ and the Windows CE Toolkit for Visual C++.

■ Copy the files SQL.H, SQLEXT.H, SQLTYPES.H, and SQLUCODE.H from:

\program files\devstudio\vc\include

to:

\program files\devstudio\wce\include\wce200.

This example assumes Visual C++ is located in the c:\DevStudio directory.

■ Change the #include<wchar.h> line to #include<tchar.h> in the 
SQLTYPES.H file.

■ Use the compile-time flag -D SQL_NOUNICODEMAP while building your 
application.

■ Link your application with the olod2040.LIB library from the Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\wince\platform\Lib directory. (platform is MIPS or SH-3.)

1.2.4 Object Kernel API (OKAPI)
OKAPI is the application programming interface (API) to the Oracle Lite object 
kernel. OKAPI includes support for the following database features:

■ run-time class creation and access to class information

■ direct object access based on object identity and navigation
1-4 Oracle9i Lite Developers Guide for Windows CE



Application Development
■ object clustering and grouping

■ queries on classes and their subclasses

■ object naming and inter-object relationships

■ binary large object (BLOB) data

■ transaction and crash recovery

For more information, see the Oracle Lite Object Kernel API Reference.

1.2.5 Mobile Sync API
This API allows the application to programmatically control the replication process. 
The application invokes Mobile Sync API functions to initiate the replication 
process and captures error messages generated by the Mobile Sync API. See 
Section 2.5, "Mobile Sync API" for more information.

1.2.6 Active Data Objects for CE (ADOCE)
ActiveX Data Objects is a programming interface which enables Visual Basic 
applications to access Oracle Lite database functionality. For more information on 
this development interface, see Chapter 3, "ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE".

1.2.7 Emulation Mode
Oracle Lite database for Windows CE supports emulation mode on the desktop. To 
build an application for emulation mode, link with the desktop version (32-bit) of 
the Oracle Lite DLLs in the Oracle_Home\bin directory.

As an example, you can use the following steps to enable emulation support for the 
SAMPLE.EXE application. Before you begin these steps, make sure you complete 
the steps listed in the "ODBC" section.

1. Create a new database using the utility CREATEDB. See the Section B.1, 
"CREATEDB" for more information on this utility.

2. Create a new SAMPLE project in C++ by selecting "WCE MFC 
AppWizard(exe)". Select dialog-based as the application type, and choose 
Finish.

3. Exit from the project, and copy the original .CPP and .H files from the Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\wince\samples\odbc directory to the new project 
directory. (Do not copy the StdAfx.* files.)
Overview 1-5
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4. Add the file dbaccess.cpp as a source file under FileView. Also, remove the file 
sampleDlg.cpp from the source files.

5. Copy the file MFCCE20D.DLL from the directory:

\program files\devstudio\wce\mfc\lib\wce200\x86em

to the directory:

\program files\windows ce platform sdk\wce\emul\hpc

6. Compile the new code in Debug mode.

7. To connect to the Windows CE emulator database, use the existing Windows 
POLITE data source name (DSN).

1.3 Installation
For information on installing the Mobile Development Kit for Windows CE, see the 
Oracle9i Lite Installation and Configuration Guide.

After you install the Mobile Development Kit for Windows CE, you must copy files 
to the Windows CE device. Execute the CESETUP.EXE file in the Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\wince directory on the desktop while connected to the device.

1.4 Deinstallation
The Windows CE Remove Programs tool does not completely remove Oracle Lite 
for Windows CE from the device. You must perform the following manual steps. 

Note: Since the sockets fail in the Windows CE Emulator, Oracle 
Lite database replication is not supported in emulation mode.

Note: Before you remove Oracle Lite from the device make sure 
other applications do not rely on any of the associated files.
1-6 Oracle9i Lite Developers Guide for Windows CE
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1. Un-register ATLCE.DLL and REPSVR8.DLL on the device using the 
application REGSVRCE.EXE, and manually delete the files.

2. Make a backup copy of the CESETUP.INI file. Then replace the contents of the 
CESETUP.INI file with the following: 

[DELETE]
\ORACE\odbc.txt
\ORACE\polite.txt
\ORACE\olite40.msb
\Windows\olobj40.dll
\Windows\olod2040.dll
\Windows\olrep840.dll
\Windows\olsql40.dll
\Windows\polhttp8.dll
\WINDOWS\polfile8.dll
\ORACE\createdb.exe
\ORACE\removedb.exe
\ORACE\decrypdb.exe
\ORACE\encrypdb.exe
\ORACE\odbinfo.exe
\ORACE\remodbc.exe
\ORACE\HTML\INDEX.HTML
\ORACE\HTML\IMAGE\Oracle.gif
\ORACE\HTML\INDEX.HTML
\ORACE\repsvr.exe
\ORACE\sample.exe

[DIRECTORY]

[COPY]

[EXECUTE]
regsvrce /u \windows\atlce.dll
regsvrce /u \windows\repsvr8.dll

Then run the CESETUP.EXE file from the desktop.

1.5 Development Process 
This section provides an overview of the Mobile Development Kit for Windows CE 
development process. The process includes the following steps:

1. Configuring the Development System
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2. Publication Item Creation

3. Setting Up the Windows CE Device

4. Replication with the Windows CE Device

5. Developing Mobile Applications for Windows CE

6. Testing on the Device

7. Application Packaging

1.5.1 Configuring the Development System
To start developing with the Mobile Development Kit you need install and 
configure several components on a development system which runs under 
Windows:

■ Mobile Server

■ Mobile Development Kit

■ Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for Windows CE

For more information on installing and configuring the server and development 
environment, see Section 2.7, "Setting Up Mobile Client on the Device".

1.5.2 Publication Item Creation
The following techniques can be used to create publication items which 
automatically create tables on the mobile database when synchronization occurs. 
The three options for creating publication items are:

1. Creating a Publication Item Declaratively - Create publication items using the 
Packaging Wizard. This is the recommended method.

2. Creating the Publication Item Programmatically - Create a publication item 
programmatically using the Mobile Server Admin API.

3. Creating the Database Manually - Create a mobile database manually.

1.5.2.1 Creating a Publication Item Declaratively
This method takes advantage of a part of the Mobile Server called the Packaging 
Wizard. No programming is required because a publication item is automatically 
created when publishing the application on to the Mobile Server repository. The 
developer then needs to execute a synchronization process which automatically 
creates the mobile database publication item objects such as tables and indices 
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based on the snapshot (data subset) information provided to the Packaging Wizard. 
This graphical tool is used to package and publish an "application" which contains 
snapshot definitions into the Mobile Server repository. Mobile Server creates the 
necessary replication environment to synchronize data even if no application 
information other than the snapshot has been implemented.

The convenience of a graphical too is a safer and less error prone technique for 
developers to create mobile database. It requires the following steps to be executed 
before actual application programming begins:

■ Packaging the Application

■ Create the Database in the Oracle Database Server

■ Publishing the Application into the Mobile Server Repository

■ Setting Up Mobile Client

■ Deploying Application and Data

The Mobile Server architecture has been designed to allow a centralized server to be 
used to manage and deploy mobile applications. This documentation provides a 
step-by-step approach in Chapter 4, "Using the Packaging Wizard". 

1.5.2.2 Creating the Publication Item Programmatically
The second way to create a database and populate data is to create a publication 
item programmatically using the Mobile Server Admin API. A publication item  
includes data replication objects such as publications and subscriptions. A database 
schema must exist before the Mobile Server Admin API can be invoked. Three basic 
steps are required to create a distributed database schema:

■ Creating a Publication

■ Creating a Publication Item

■ Create User ID

■ Creating a Subscription 

Creating Publications
Publications are template groups containing metadata such as table subsetting 
definitions and indexes. You can create publications using the the Mobile Server 
Admin API. This API contains Java functions that implement the publish/subscribe 
model. You can call the functions in these APIs from within Java programs as 
standard function calls. 
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Create a Publication Item
A publication item is a SQL select statement that specifies which data subset a client 
can access. A publication item usually corresponds to a replica table on the client 
device. You can create publication items using the Mobile Server Admin API. This 
API contains Java functions that implement the publish/subscribe model. You can 
call the functions in this API from within Java programs as standard function calls. 

Creating User ID
Each client is identified by a user ID. For development purposes, a user ID must be 
created using the Mobile Server Admin API in order to assign data subscriptions to 
a particular user. 

Creating Subscription
Subscription links a user to a publication. You can create subscriptions using the 
Mobile Server Admin API. This API contains Java functions that implement the 
publish/subscribe model. You can call the functions in this API from within Java 
programs as standard function calls. To create publications and subscriptions using 
Java, see Section 2.3, "The Publish and Subscribe Model". 

1.5.2.3 Creating the Database Manually
A third way to create an Oracle Lite database is to use SQL. There are several tools 
bundled with Mobile Development Kit which can be used to manually create a 
basic database and insert some kinds of data. Mobile SQL is an application which 
can be used for this purpose.

The developer using this technique must make sure that the snapshot definitions  
provided later using the Packaging Wizard match the manually created table 
definitions exactly. This requires particular care in defining the snapshot 
information, should the snapshots created during replication not match the 

Important: Creating publication items programmatically 
requires enhanced skills in Java and the Mobile 
Server Admin API and is therefore more labor 
intensive. Oracle always recommends using the 
Packaging Wizard described in Chapter 4, "Using 
the Packaging Wizard",  which requires more 
steps, but is more user friendly.
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manually created table definitions, an application error will occur. See Section B.4, 
"Mobile SQL" for more information.

1.5.3 Setting Up the Windows CE Device
The third step in the development process is to replicate the data which creates an 
Oracle Lite database on the development system. The Mobile Development Kit for 
Windows CE device runtime libraries need to be installed before replication can be 
executed. 

Once you configure the transport between Mobile Server and the Windows CE 
device, you must configure and install the Mobile Client. Also, you must enter and 
save user and connection parameters on the device before you can synchronize with 
the Mobile Server. 

For instructions on configuring and installing, see Section 2.7, "Setting Up Mobile 
Client on the Device". 

1.5.4 Replication with the Windows CE Device
The fourth step involves the first replication cycle where data from the Oracle 
database server is replicated to the Oracle Lite database residing on the 
development system. The Windows CE device simulates a Windows CE device on a 
Windows machine which makes it more convenient to monitor and test data 
replication. A sample Oracle Lite database is created on the Windows development 
system when you install the sample files included with the Mobile Development 
Kit. 

For more information on installing the sample files, see the Oracle9i Lite Installation 
and Configuration Guide.

1.5.5 Developing Mobile Applications for Windows CE
The fifth step in the development process is the application development. After you 
synchronize the server data on the device, you develop your application on the 
Windows development system (PC) using some form of Windows CE IDE. You 
should try to test your Windows CE application using the device before trying to 
deploy and run the application on a Windows CE device. 

 See Chapter 3, "ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE", for information on 
developing your application.
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1.5.6 Testing on the Device
The sixth step in the development process is to test the application on the actual 
Windows CE Computing handheld device. Testing a Windows CE application on 
the device requires the developer to manually perform installation and 
configuration task. The developer would use CEServices tool to manually install 
runtime and application libraries on the Windows CE Computing device. However, 
a more convenient way to install runtime and application libraries will be discussed 
in the "Oracle9i Lite Publishing, Management and Deployment Guide". 

1.5.7 Application Packaging
After you develop and test your Windows CE Computing application, you need to 
package the application. The Packaging Wizard enables you to create a 
self-contained package which includes application files and the Application 
Deployment Descriptor. The Mobile Server administrator uses the package to 
publish the Windows CE Computing application into the Mobile Server Repository. 

For instructions on using the Packaging Wizard, see Chapter 4, "Using the 
Packaging Wizard".

1.6 Limitations
This release has the following limitations:

■ Java stored procedures and triggers, and the Oracle Lite JAC and JDBC 
interfaces are currently not supported on Windows CE.

■ You must manually define alternative Windows CE ODBC data source names 
(DSNs).

■ Oracle Lite tools, such as CREATEDB, display a message box when they run, 
and store their output in a file called ANSIOUT.TXT. You can supply 
arguments using the Run command in the Start menu. The message box is 
dismissed automatically when the tool terminates. Clicking the OK button 
immediately terminates the process.

■ The program CESETUP.EXE removes and replaces the files POLITE.TXT and 
ODBC.TXT found in the \orace subdirectory on the device. If you installed 
these files previously and do not want to overwrite them, remove the reference 
to the files in the DELETE section of the CESETUP.INI file before you run 
CESETUP.EXE. The installation process does not remove the POLITE.ODB file. 
If you want to remove it during the installation, add the following line to the 
DELETE section of the CESETUP.INI file:
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\orace\polite.odb
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This document discusses replication with the Mobile Server. Topics include:

■ Overview

■ Mapping Datatypes Between the Oracle Server and Devices

■ The Publish and Subscribe Model

■ Publish and Subscribe Method Specialized Functions

■ Mobile Sync API

■ Setting Up Mobile Client on the Device

■ Mobile Server System Catalog Views

2.1 Overview
Mobile Server allows new and existing applications and data on handheld devices 
to be replicated, synchronized, and shared with an Oracle server. Data on the device 
can be mapped directly to an Oracle8 data server through a Mobile Server agent on 
the Oracle8 database. The Mobile Server uses a publish/subscribe model that 
manages the data subsetting policy for the mobile devices. Data on the device is 
mapped to Oracle8i through transport by HTTP.

The Message Generator and Processor (MGP) is a Java background process that 
uploads transactions from the applications running on the client devices. The MGP 
then applies the transactions to Oracle databases. It also generates new updates 
(data) for the client devices to download. Please refer to the Oracle9i Lite Publishing, 
Managing, and Deploying Guide for more information concerning administration of 
the MGP.
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2.1.1 Publication and Subscription 
The Mobile Server uses publications and subscriptions. Publications are (optionally 
parameterized) queries that are defined against Oracle8i tables or views. A 
publication is subscribed to by one or more users. The Mobile Server tracks users 
for devices. Through established subscriptions, the Mobile Server prepares any new 
data for each client device. Data can be partitioned either horizontally by rows, or 
vertically by columns. Only the required subset of data is downloaded to each 
client. 

In the Mobile Server publish and subscribe model, each publication can contain 
multiple publication items. A publication item typically maps to a table on the 
device. You can rename table columns within publication items. Each publication 
item can contain multiple parameters. See Section 2.3, "The Publish and Subscribe 
Model" for more information.

2.1.2 Client Device Database DDL Operations 
The first time a client device replicates, the Mobile Server automatically creates the 
database objects on the client device. By default, the primary key index of a table is 
automatically replicated from the server. You can create secondary indexes on the 
device through a publication item. If you do not want the primary index, you must 
explicitly drop it from the publication items. See the Consolidator Admin API 
Specification, for specific API information. 

2.1.3 Database Support
On the server side, the Mobile Server works against Oracle8. On the client side, the 
Mobile Sync supports replication with the Oracle Lite database on any platform 
supported by Oracle Lite. 

2.1.4 Binding User-Defined PL/SQL Packages
The Mobile Server synchronization process can be customized in many ways. You 
can attach application logic to the Mobile Server by binding PL/SQL packages to 
publication items. The packages must expose the BeforeCompose, 
AfterCompose, BeforeApply, and AfterApply methods. The Mobile Server 
calls these methods before and after it:

■ Applies client changes to server tables on behalf of Mobile Sync Clients.

■ Composes fast-refresh changes for a given publication item.

The Mobile Server passes the current Mobile Sync Client user to these methods. 
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User-defined PL/SQL packages can cache or pre-compute data. They can also 
resolve foreign key constraint violation problems. See Section 2.1.7, "Foreign Key 
Constraints in Updatable Publication Items" for more information. See Section 2.4.1, 
"Callback Customization Using Compose and Apply" for details on using these 
calls. 

2.1.5 Flexible Naming 
Special characters including spaces are supported in client, table, view, and column 
names. Callers must provide object names to the Mobile Server exactly as they are 
stored in the database (in most cases, using uppercase letters). 

2.1.6 Fast Refresh and Update Operation for Views
The Mobile Server supports fast refresh and update operations for complex 
multiple table publications that meet specific criteria.

2.1.6.1 Updatable Parent Tables
For a view to be updatable, it must have a parent table. A parent table contains any 
of the view’s base tables in which a primary key is included in the view’s column 
list and is unique in the view’s row set. If you want to make a view updatable, you 
must provide the Mobile Server with the appropriate hint and the view’s parent 
table before you create a publication item on the view. 

2.1.6.2 Using Parent Table Hints and INSTEAD OF Triggers
To make view-based publication items updatable, you must use the following two 
mechanisms:

■ Parent table hints

■ INSTEAD OF triggers

Parent table hints define the parent table for a given view. Parent table hints are 
provided through the ParentHint function in the Consolidator Admin API. See 
"Parent Hint" in the Consolidator Admin API Specification, for more information.

INSTEAD OF triggers are used to execute INSTEAD OF INSERT, INSTEAD OF 
UPDATE, or INSTEAD OF DELETE commands. INSTEAD OF triggers also map 
these DML commands into operations that are performed against the view’s base 
tables. INSTEAD OF triggers are a function of Oracle8. See the Oracle8i 
documentation for details on INSTEAD OF triggers.
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2.1.6.3 Fast Refresh for Views
Publication items are created for fast refresh by default. Under fast refresh, only 
incremental changes are replicated. The advantages of fast refresh are reduced 
overhead and increased speed when replicating data stores with large amounts of 
data where there are limited changes between synchronization sessions.

The Mobile Server performs a fast refresh of a view if the view meets the following 
criteria:

■ Each of the view’s base tables must have a primary key.

■ All primary keys from all base tables must be included in the view’s column list.

■ If the item is a view, and the item predicate involves multiple tables, then all 
tables contained in the predicate definition must have primary keys and must 
have corresponding publication items.

The view requires only a unique primary key for the parent table. The primary keys 
of other tables may be duplicated. For each base table primary key column, you 
must provide the Mobile Server with a hint about how this column is called in the 
view. You can accomplish this by using PrimaryKeyHint in the Consolidator 
Admin API. See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

2.1.6.4 Complete Refresh for Views
Publication items can be created for complete refresh using the CompleteRefresh 
call from the Consolidator Admin API. When this mode is specified, client data is 
completely refreshed with current data from the server after every sync. An 
administrator can force a complete refresh on an entire publication on an entire 
publication via an API call. The complete refresh function forces complete refresh of 
a publication for a given client. See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more 
information.

2.1.7 Foreign Key Constraints in Updatable Publication Items
Replicating tables between Oracle8 and client devices in updatable mode can result 
in foreign key constraint violations if the tables have referential integrity 
constraints. When a foreign key constraint violation occurs, the server rejects the 
client transaction. 

2.1.7.1 Foreign Key Constraint Violation Example
For example, two tables EMP and DEPT have referential integrity constraints. The 
DeptNum (department number) attribute in the DEPT table is a foreign key in the 
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EMP table. The DeptNum value for each employee in the EMP table must be a valid 
DeptNum value in the DEPT table.

A Mobile Server user adds a new department to the DEPT table, and then adds a 
new employee to this department in the EMP table. The transaction first updates 
DEPT and then updates the EMP table. However, the database application does not 
store the sequence in which these operations were executed. 

When the user replicates with the Mobile Server, the EMP table is updated first. In 
doing so, it attempts to create a new record in EMP with an invalid foreign key 
value for DeptNum. Oracle8 detects a referential integrity violation. The Mobile 
Server rolls back the transaction and places the transaction data in the Mobile 
Server error queue. In this case, the foreign key constraint violation occurred 
because the operations within the transaction are performed out of their original 
sequence.

2.1.7.2 Avoiding Constraint Violations with BeforeApply and After Apply
PL/SQL allows you to avoid foreign key constraint violations based on 
out-of-sequence operations by using DEFERRABLE constraints in conjunction with 
the BeforeApply and AfterApply functions. DEFERRABLE constraints can be 
either INITIALLY IMMEDIATE or INITIALLY DEFERRED. The behavior of 
DEFERRABLE INITIALLY IMMEDIATE foreign key constraints is identical to 
regular immediate constraints. They can be applied interchangeably to applications 
without impacting functionality.

The Mobile Server calls the BeforeApply function before it applies client 
transactions to the server and calls the AfterApply function after it applies the 
transactions. Using BeforeApply function, you can set constraints to DEFFERED 
to delay referential integrity checks. After the transaction is applied, call the 
AfterApply function to set constraints to IMMEDIATE. At this point, if a client 
transaction violates referential integrity, it is rolled back and moved into error 
queues.

To prevent foreign key constraint violations using DEFERRABLE constraints:

1. Drop all foreign key constraints and then recreate them as DEFERRABLE 
constraints.

2. Bind user-defined PL/SQL packages to publications that contain tables with 
referential integrity constraints. 

3. Define DEFERRED constraints in the BeforeApply function and IMMEDIATE 
constraints in the AfterApply function as follows:

     procedure BeforeApply(clientname varchar2) is
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     cur integer;
     begin
       cur := dbms_sql.open_cursor;
       dbms_sql.parse(cur,’SET CONSTRAINT SAMPLE3.address14_fk
                       DEFERRED’, dbms_sql.native);
       dbms_sql.close_cursor(cur);
     end;
     procedure AfterApply(clientname varchar2) is
     cur integer;
     begin
       cur := dbms_sql.open_cursor;
       dbms_sql.parse(cur, ’SET CONSTRAINT SAMPLE3.address14_fk
                       IMMEDIATE’, dbms_sql.native);
       dbms_sql.close_cursor(cur);
     end;

2.1.7.3 Avoiding Constraint Violations with Table Weights
Table weight is an integer property of association between publications and 
publication items. Mobile Server uses table weight to determine which order to 
apply Client Operations to master tables as follows:

1. Client INSERT operations are executed first, from lowest to highest table weight 
order.

2. Client DELETE operations are executed next, from highest to lowest table 
weight order.

3. Client UPDATE operations are executed last, from lowest to highest table 
weight order.

In the example listed in Section 2.1.7.1, "Foreign Key Constraint Violation Example", 
a constraint violation error could be resolved by assigning DEPT a lower table 
weight than EMP. For example:

(DEPT weight=1, EMP weight=2)

2.1.8 Replication Errors and Conflicts
With the Mobile Server, a compatibility with Oracle8 advanced replication error 
occurs when the client updates a row at the same time that the server deletes it. All 
other errors, such as nullity violations or foreign key constraint violations, are 
replication errors. 

The Mobile Server does not automatically resolve replication errors. Instead, the 
Mobile Server rolls back corresponding transactions, and moves transaction 
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operations into the Mobile Server error queue. Later, Mobile Server database 
administrators can change these transaction operations and re-execute or purge the 
transactions from the error queue. 

A Mobile Server replication conflict occurs if: 

■ The client and the server update the same row.

■ The client and server create rows with the same primary key values.

■ The client deletes the same row that the server updates.

See Section 2.4.5, "Resolving Conflicts Using the Error Queue" for more information 
on conflict resolution techniques.

2.1.8.1 Versioning
The Mobile Server uses internal versioning to detect replication conflicts. A version 
number is maintained for each client record as well as for each server record. When 
a client’s changes are applied to the server, the Mobile Server will detect version 
mismatches and resolve conflicts according to winning rules.

2.1.8.2 Winning Rules
The Mobile Server uses winning rules to automatically resolve replication conflicts. 
The following winning rules are supported:

■ Client wins

■ Server wins

When the client wins, the Mobile Server automatically applies client changes to the 
server. When the server wins, the Mobile Server automatically composes changes 
for the client.

You can customize the Mobile Server’s conflict resolution mechanism by setting the 
winning rule to "Client Wins" and attaching BEFORE INSERT, UPDATE, and 
DELETE triggers to database tables. The triggers compare old and new row values 
and resolve client changes as specified. 

2.2 Mapping Datatypes Between the Oracle Server and Devices
The Oracle8 and Oracle9i Lite tables that the Mobile Server synchronizes must use 
compatible datatypes. Oracle8 datatypes are compatible with Oracle9i Lite 
datatypes.
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2.2.1 Oracle Lite Datatypes
All Oracle9i Lite-based snapshots are created by the Mobile Sync during replication. 
The Mobile Server automatically selects Oracle9i Lite datatypes depending on data 
precision in Oracle8. The following table shows the data conversion. Oracle 
datatypes appear in the left column and Oracle9i Lite datatypes appear in the top 
row. "X" indicates unconditionally supported and "-" indicates not supported. Datatypes 
1B, 2B, and 4B are specifically OKAPI datatypes. See the Oracle9i Lite Object Kernal 
API Reference for more information.

Table 2–1 Oracle Lite Datatypes

2.3 The Publish and Subscribe Model
The Mobile Server uses a publish and subscribe model to centrally manage data 
distribution between Oracle servers and handheld devices. The publish and 
subscribe model can be implemented programmatically to invoke certain 
specialized features using the Mobile Server Admin API and the Consolidator 
Admin API both of which are part of the Mobile Server. This model includes the 
following:

1B 2B 4B FLOAT DOUBLE DATETIME
LONG-

VARBINARY VARCHAR

INTEGER   X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

VARCHAR2    -    -    -      -         -            -            -           X

VARCHAR    -    -    -      -         -            -            -           X

CHAR    -    -    -      -         -            -            -           X

SMALLINT   X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

FLOAT   X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

DOUBLE
PRECISION

  X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

NUMBER   X   X   X      X         X            -            -            -

DATE    -    -    -      -         -            X            -            -

LONG RAW    -    -    -      -         -            -            X            -

BLOB    -    -    -      -         -            -            X            -
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Table 2–2 Publish/Subscribe Model Elements

To implement the Mobile Server publish/subscribe model, perform the following: 

1. Connect to Mobile Server.

2. Create users.

3. Create publications. 

4. Create publication items and set winning rules.

5. Add publication items to publications.

6. Create publication item indexes as required.

7. Create sequences.

8. Subscribe users to publications.

9. Partition sequences for clients.

10. Define user subscription parameters to publications.

Item Description

publication A publication is a group of publication items.

publication 
item

A publication item is a SQL select statement that specifies which data subset 
a user can access. A publication item usually corresponds to a replica table 
on the client device.

subscription A subscription associates a user with a publication and may contain 
subscription parameters.

user A user is defined by a user name and a password. The Mobile Server 
synchronizes data according to the client’s subscriptions.

■ A user can use a single user name to synchronize data stored on 
multiple devices. When the user changes devices, the Mobile Server 
performs a complete refresh of all the user’s subscriptions on the new 
device. 

■ A user can use multiple user names to synchronize data on a single 
device. When the user attempts to change user names, the Mobile Server 
ignores all client updates and performs a complete refresh of all the 
client’s subscriptions.

subscription 
parameter

A subscription parameter uses names and string values to define an 
individual client’s subscription to an individual publication. Subscription 
parameters enable clients to perform data subsetting, and they restrict the 
number of rows assigned to each client. Typical subscription parameters can 
include user names and area codes. 
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11. Instantiate subscriptions.

You can implement the Mobile Server publish/subscribe model by using one of the 
following:

Table 2–3 Methods to Implement Publish and Subscribe Model 

2.3.1 Connecting to Mobile Server
This section describes how to connect to the Mobile Server using Java methods.

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.openConnection("MOBILEADMIN", "MANAGER");

2.3.2 User Functions of the Mobile Server Admin API
This section describes how to create a user, change a password, and drop a user 
using the Mobile Server Admin API.

2.3.2.1 Create User
You can create Mobile Server users with the CreateUser() function which has the 
following syntax:

public static boolean createUser(String userName, String password, String 
fullName, String privilege);

The following example creates a user "MOBILE" with the parameters listed in the 
table:

Implementation Method Definition

Packaging Wizard The preferred method. See Chapter 4, "Using the 
Packaging Wizard" for more information.

Pure Java methods The Consolidator Admin and Mobile Server Admin 
API are executed from a Java program using pure 
Java methods.

Note: The Consolidator Admin API is case sensitive. The Mobile 
Server Admin API is not case sensitive. 
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Table 2–4 Create User Example Parameters

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.createUser("MOBILE","MOBILE","MOBILEUSER","C");

2.3.2.2 Change Password
You can change passwords for Mobile Server users with the SetPassword() function 
which as the following syntax:

public static void setPassword(String userName, String newpwd);

The following example changes the password for the user "MOBILE":

Table 2–5 Set Password Example Parameters

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.setPassword("MOBILE","MOBILENEW");

2.3.2.3 Drop User
You can drop existing Mobile Server users with the dropUser() function using the 
following syntax:

public static void dropUser(String userName);

The following example drops the user "MOBILE":

Parameter Value Definition

userName "MOBILE" Specifies user name for mobile client.

password "MOBILE" Specifies the password for user name MOBILE.

fullName "MOBILEUSER" Specifies the full name for user MOBILE.

privilege "C" Specifies that this user can connect to Mobile 
Server.

Parameter Value Definition

userName "MOBILE" Specifies user name for mobile client. 

newpwd "MOBILENEW" Specifies the new password for the mobile 
client.
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Table 2–6 Drop User Example Parameters

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.dropUser("MOBILE");

2.3.3 Creating Publications
This section describes how to create a publication.

2.3.3.1 Defining Publication Items
Publication item names are limited to twenty-six characters and must be unique 
across all publications. Publication items can be defined for both tables and views. 
When publishing an object, the user is required to specify the publication item in 
which the object resides. When publishing Updatable multi-table views, there are 
certain restrictions that apply:

■ The view must contain a parent table with a primary key defined.

■ INSTEAD OF triggers must be defined for DML operations on the view.

■ All base tables of the view must be published.

2.3.3.2 Data Subsetting
When creating publication items, the user can define a parameterized select 
statement with a character limit of up to an 8k. Subscription parameters can be 
specified at this time, and will be used during replication to limit the data published 
to each client. String substitution is used to replace the values of the parameters 
when a user subscribes.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
You can create publications using the CreatePublication function, which has 
the following syntax:

public static void CreatePublication(String name, int client_storage_type,
   String client_name_template, String enforce_ri) throws ThrowableConsolidator

The following example creates a publication named "T_SAMPE1" with the 
parameters listed in the table:

Parameter Value Definition

userName "MOBILE" Specifies user name for mobile client.
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Table 2–7 Create Publication Sample Parameters

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreatePublication("T_SAMPLE1", Consolidator.OKPI_WINCE, "%s", 
null); 

2.3.4 Creating Publication Items
This section describes how to create publication items.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
You can create publication items using the CreatepublicationItem function, 
which has the following syntax:

public static void CreatePublicationItem(String name, String owner, 
String store, String refresh_mode, String select_stmt, String cbk_owner, 
String cbk_name) throws Throwable

The following examples create a publication item named P_SAMPLE1 with the 
parameters listed in the table:

Table 2–8 Create Publication Item Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

client_storage_
type

Consolidator.OKPI_WINCE A constant which defines the 
platform type. See the Oracle9i Lite 
Consolidator Admin API Specification 
for more information.

client_ name_
template

’%s’ The default.

enforce_ri null This parameter is always NULL.

Note: If you use Oracle Lite database as the client storage type, 
the database does not have an extension. 

Parameter Value Definition

owner SAMPLE1 Specifies that SAMPLE1 is the base object owner.
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Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreatePublicationItem("P_SAMPLE1", "SAMPLE1", "ADDROLRL4P", "F" ,
   "SELECT "LastName","FirstName", company, phone1, phone2, phone3, phone4,
    phone5, phone1id, phone2id, phone3id, phone4id, phone5id, displayphone,
    address, city, state, zipcode, country, title, custom1, custom2, custom3,
    custom4, note
FROM sample1.addrolrl4p" + " WHERE upper(company) > " + ":COMP", null, null);

2.3.4.1 Null Sync Callout
Mobile Server makes a callout during synchronization indicating whether the client 
device is attempting a null sync. A null sync refers to the fact that the client has no 
changes to upload. This callout can be implemented by creating a PL/SQL package 
within the Mobile Server repository. The package must have the following 
specification:

create or replace package CUSTOMIZE as procedure
NullSync(p_Client IN varchar2, p_NullSync as boolean);
end CUSTOMIZE;

2.3.5 Retrieving Publication Item Names
This section describes how to retrieve publication item names.

Using the Mobile Server Admin API
public static String getPublicationItemName(String Publication Item, int 

store ADDROLRL4P Specifies that ADDROLRL4P is the base object 
name.

refresh_mode F or C Defines the refresh mode as fast or complete. See 
Section 2.1.6, "Fast Refresh and Update Operation 
for Views" for more information. 

select_stmt See the 
examples.

Selects data from the specified columns in 
sample1.addrolrl4p

cbk_owner null Specifies the callback package owner as NULL. For 
more information, see Section 2.4.1, "Callback 
Customization Using Compose and Apply".

cbk_name null Specifies the callback package name as NULL. For 
more information, see Section 2.4.1, "Callback 
Customization Using Compose and Apply".

Parameter Value Definition
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platform);

The constant int platform identifies the platform for which the snapshot was 
created. The constant argument is "ResourceManager." followed by "WTG", 
"PALM", "EPOC", or "WINCE" depending on the platform See the Mobile Server Admin  
Specification for more information. 

The following example returns a publication item called "DEPT" for an EPOC 
application.

Table 2–9 Get Publication Item Name Example Parameters

Java Methods Example
ResourceManager.getPublicationItemName("DEPT",ResourceManager.EPOC);

2.3.6 Creating Publication Item Indexes
The Mobile Server supports automatic deployment of indexes in Oracle Lite 
databases on client devices. The Mobile Server automatically replicates primary key 
indexes from the server database. The Consolidator Admin API provides calls to 
explicitly deploy unique, regular, and primary key indexes to client devices as well.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
You can deploy a publication item index with the 
CreatePublicationItemIndex function, which has the following syntax:

public static void CreatePublicationItemIndex(String name,
                    String publication_item, String pmode,
                    String columns) throws Throwable

The examples in this section create a publication item index named INDEX001 for 
the publication item PSAMPLE1. The publication item index is a regular index 
which includes the ZIPCODE column as defined in the table:

Parameter Value Definition

PublicationItem DEPT String name identifying a snapshot 
or table.

platform ResourceManager.WTG Constant representing the platform 
type for which the snapshot was 
created.
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Table 2–10 Create Publication Item Index Sample Parameters

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreatePublicationItemIndex("INDX001", "P_SAMPLE1", "I", "ZIPCODE");

2.3.6.1 Define Client Indexes
Client-side indexes can be defined for existing publication items. There are three 
types of indexes that can be specified:

■ P - Primary key

■ U - Unique

■ I - Regular

Note: When an index of type ’U’ or ’P’ is defined on a publication item, there is no 
check for duplicate keys on the server. If the same constraints do not exist on the 
base object of the publication item, Mobile Sync may fail with a duplicate key 
violation. See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

2.3.7 Adding Publication Items to the Publication
Once you create a publication item, you must associate it with a publication.  To 
change the definition, you can either remove the publication item and then recreate 
it with the new definition or use schema evolution depending on your 
requirements. See "Drop Publication Item" and "Alter Publication Item" respectively 
in the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
You can add publication items to the publication using the AddPublicationItem 
function, which has the following syntax:

public static void AddPublicationItem(String publication, String item,
String columns, String disabled_dml, String conflict_rule, String 

Parameter Value Definition

name INDX001 Defines INDX001 as the publication item to be 
created.

publication_item P_SAMPLE1 Defines P_SAMPLE1 as the index’s publication 
item.

pmode I Defines the index mode as regular.

columns ZIPCODE Includes the ZIPCODE column in the index.
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restricting-predicate, String weight) throws Throwable

The following examples add a publication item named P_SAMPLE1 to the 
publication T_SAMPLE1. The added publication item has the following parameters:

Table 2–11 Add Publication Item Sample Parameter

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.AddPublicationItem("T_SAMPLE1", "P_SAMPLE1", null, null, "S");

2.3.7.1 Read-only Publication Items
Publication items can be defined as read-only by disabling the DML. See the 
Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

Parameter Value Definition

publication T_SAMPLE Defines T_SAMPLE as the publication to receive the 
new item.

item P_SAMPLE Defines P_SAMPLE as the publication item to be 
added.

columns null Specifies that no columns are renamed.

disabled_dml null Specifies that no options are selected for disabling 
DML. See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for 
other values.

conflict_rule S Defines the server as the winner in conflict 
resolution. See Section 2.3.7.2, "Defining Conflict 
Rules" for other values.

restricting_
predicate

null Specifies that high-priority mode. A restricting 
predicate can be assigned to a publication item 
as it is added to a publication. When a client is 
synchronizing in high priority mode, the 
predicate is used to limit data pushed to the 
device. This parameter can be null. This 
parameter is for advanced use.

weight null Specified as null or an integer to determine priority 
in executing Client Operations to master tables. See 
Section 2.3.7.3, "Using Table Weight" for more 
information.
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2.3.7.2 Defining Conflict Rules
When adding a publication item to a publication, the user can specify winning rules 
to resolve replication conflicts in favor of either the client ’C’ or the server ’S’. A 
Mobile Server replication conflict is detected under any of the following situations:

■ The same row was updated on the client and on the server.

■ Both the client and server created rows with equal primary keys.

■ The client deleted a row and the server updated the same row.

■ The client updated a row and the server deleted the same row is considered a 
replication error for compatibility with Oracle8i Advanced replication. 

■ For systems with delayed data processing, where a client’s data is not directly 
applied to the base table (for instance in a three tier architecture) a situation 
could occur when first a client inserts a row and then updates the same row, 
while server has not yet inserted the row into the base table. In that case, if the 
DEF_APPLY parameter in C$ALL_CONFIG is set to TRUE, an INSERT 
operation is performed, instead of the UPDATE. It is up to the application 
developers to resolve the resulting PK conflict. If, however, DEF_APPLY is not 
set, a "NO DATA FOUND" exception is thrown (see below for the replication 
error handling).

■ All the other errors including nullity violations and foreign key constraint 
violations are replication errors.

■ If replication errors are not automatically resolved, corresponding transactions 
are rolled back and transaction operations are moved into Mobile Server Error 
Queue. Mobile Server database administrators later can change these 
transaction operations and re-execute or purge transactions from the error 
queue.

See the Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

2.3.7.3 Using Table Weight
Table weight is an integer property of association between publications and 
publication items. Mobile Server uses table weight to determine which order to 
apply Client Operations to master tables as follows:

1. Client INSERT operations are executed first, from lowest to highest table weight 
order.

2. Client DELETE operations are executed next, from highest to lowest table 
weight order.
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3. Client UPDATE operations are executed last, from lowest to highest table 
weight order.

2.3.8 Creating Sequences
The Mobile Server supports sequence partitioning and replication to client devices. 

Using the Java API
You can create a sequence with the CreateSequence function, which has the 
following syntax:

public static void CreateSequence(String name) throws Throwable

The following examples create a sequence named CUSTOM1:

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreateSequence("CUSTOM1");

2.3.9 Subscribing Users to a Publication
You can create a user subscription to a publication by using one of the following 
methods.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
You can subscribe users to a publication using the CreateSubscription 
function, which has the following syntax:

public static void CreateSubscription(String publication, String clientid)
    throws Throwable

The following examples subscribe the client, DAVIDL, to the publication, T_
SAMPLE1, with the parameters listed in the following table.

Table 2–12 Create Subscription Sample Parameters

Parameter Value Definition

publication T_SAMPLE1 Defines the publication as T_SAMPLE1.

clientid DAVIDL Defines the client as DAVIDL.
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Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreateSubscription("T_SAMPLE1", "DAVIDL");

2.3.10 Partitioning Sequences for Client Devices
You can use Mobile Server sequences to generate unique primary keys on client 
devices. To use a replicated sequence, you need to first create it and then partition it 
for Mobile Sync Client users.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
You can create sequence partitions using the CreateSequencePartition 
function, which has the following syntax:

public static void CreateSequencePartition(String name, String clientid,
                     long curr_val, long incr) throws Throwable

The following examples partition the CUSTOM1 sequence using the parameters 
specified in the table:

Table 2–13 Create Sequence Partition Sample Parameters 

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreateSequencePartition("CUSTOM1", "DAVIDL", 1000, 1); 

Parameter Value Definition

name CUSTOM1 Defines CUSTOM1 as the sequence to be 
partitioned.

clientid DAVIDL Defines DAVIDL as the client to which the 
sequence is assigned.

curr_val 1000 Defines 1000 as the initial value of the sequence.

incr 1 Defines 1 as the increment value of the 
sequence.

Note: To ensure that the sequence is unique, use a unique starting 
position and set the increment value equal to the total number of 
clients on the server.
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2.3.11 Defining Client Subscription Parameters to Publications
Some publications have parameters. When a publication has parameters, you must 
set those parameters for the publication’s subscription.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
You can define subscription instantiation parameters with the 
SetSubscriptionParameter function, which has the following syntax:

public static void SetSubscriptionParameter(String publication, String clientid,
                     String param_name, String param_value) throws Throwable

The following examples subscribe the client, DAVIDL, to the publication, T_
SAMPLE1, with the parameters listed in the table:

Table 2–14 Set Subscription Parameter Sample Parameters

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.SetSubscriptionParameter("T_SAMPLE1", "DAVIDL", "COMP", "’P’");

2.3.12 Instantiating the Subscription
After you set a subscription’s publication parameters, you complete the 
subscription process by instantiating the subscription. When the Mobile Server 
instantiates a subscription, it creates a complete internal representation of the 
subscription.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
You can instantiate a subscription with the InstantiateSubscription function, which 
has the following syntax:

public static void InstantiateSubscription(String publication,
                     String clientid) throws Throwable

Parameter Value Definition

publication T_SAMPLE1 Defines the publication, T_SAMPLE1.

clientid DAVIDL Defines the client as DAVIDL.

param_name COMP Defines the parameter name as COMP.

param_value P Defines the parameter value as P.
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The following examples instantiate a client’s subscription to a publication, with the 
values specified in the table:

Table 2–15 Instantiate Subscription Sample Parameters

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.InstantiateSubscription("T_SAMPLE1", "DAVIDL"); 

2.3.13 Schema Evolution Using Alter Publication Item
You can add additional columns to existing publication items. These new columns 
are pushed to all subscribing clients the next time they synchronize. This is 
accomplished through a complete refresh of all changed publication items.

■ An administrator can add multiple columns.

■ This feature is supported for all client formats. 

■ The client does not upload snapshot information to the server. This also means 
the client cannot change a snapshot directly on the client database, for example, 
you could not alter a table using Mobile SQL on Windows CE.

■ Publication item upgrades will be deferred during high priority 
synchronizations. This is necessary for low bandwidth networks, such as 
wireless, because all  publication item upgrades require a complete refresh of 
changed publication items. While the high priority flag is set, high priority 
clients will continue to receive the old snapshot format.

■  The server needs to support maximum of two versions of publication item.

2.3.13.1 Alter Publication Item
This allows additional columns to be added to an existing publication item.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
public static void AlterPublicationItem(String name, String select_stmt)
   throws Throwable 

Parameter Value Definition

publication T_SAMPLE1 Defines the publication as T_SAMPLE1.

clientid DAVIDL Defines the client as DAVIDL.
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Table 2–16 Alter Publication Item Sample Parameters 

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.AlterPublicationItem("P_SAMEPLE1", "select * from EMP");

2.4 Publish and Subscribe Method Specialized Functions
The following features include special functions which are not required for most 
application designs.

2.4.1 Callback Customization Using Compose and Apply 
When creating publication items, the user can specify a customizable package to be 
called during the Apply and Compose phase of the MGP background process. 
These procedures enable you to incorporate customized code into the process. The 
clientname and tranid are passed to allow for customization at the user and 
transaction level.

This procedure must be called before any client’s data from inqueue is applied.

procedure BeforeApply(clientname varchar2)

This procedure must be called after all client’s data is applied.

procedure AfterApply(clientname varchar2)

This procedure must be called before client’s data with tranid is applied.

procedure BeforeTranApply(tranid number)

This procedure must be called after client’s data with tranid is applied.

procedure AfterTranApply(tranid number)

This procedure must be called before outqueue is composed.

procedure BeforeCompose(clientname varchar2)

Parameter Value Description

name P_SAMPLE1 A character string specifying the publication item 
name.

select_stmt select * from 
EMP

A new publication item select statement containing 
additional columns.
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This procedure must be called after outqueue is composed.

procedure AfterCompose(clientname varchar2)

2.4.2 Defining Customized DML Operations
Once a publication item has been created, a user can specify a customized PL/SQL 
procedure to be called in place of DML operations for that publication item. There 
can be only one mobile_dml_procedure per publication or pub_item. For 
example, if you want to have a DML procedure for a publication item A that has the 
following query: 

select A,B,C from pub_item_a_table

where A is a primary key, then your DML procedure should have the following 
signature:

any_schema.any_package.any_name (DML in CHAR(1), A in TYPE, B in TYPE, C in 
TYPE, A_OLD in TYPE)

This procedure will be called with ’I’, ’U’, ’D’ as the DML type. In case of inserts 
and deletes, A_OLD will be null. In case of updates, it will be set to the primary key 
of the row that is being updated.

2.4.3  Virtual Primary Key
You can specify a virtual primary key for publication items where the base object 
does not have a primary key defined. There are methods for creating and dropping 
a virtual primary key.

2.4.3.1 Create Virtual Primary Key Column
This creates a virtual primary key column.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
This is used to create an updateable publication item where the primary key is a 
virtual column. 

public static void CreateVirtualPKColumn(String owner, String store, String 
column) throws Throwable 
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Table 2–17 Create Virtual Primary Key Column Parameters

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.CreateVirtualPKColumn("SAMPLE1", "DEPT", "DEPT_ID"); 

2.4.3.2 Drop Virtual Primary Key Column
This allows a primary key to be dropped.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
public static void DropVirtualPKColumn(String owner, String store) throws 
Throwable 

Table 2–18 Drop Virtual Primary Key Column Parameters

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.DropVirtualPKColumn("SAMPLE1", "DEPT"); 

2.4.4 Restricting Predicate
A restricting predicate can be assigned to a publication item as it is added to a 
publication. When a client is synchronizing in high priority mode, the predicate is 
used to limit data pushed to the device. This parameter can be null. This parameter 
is for advanced use.

Parameter Value Description

owner SAMPLE_1 A string specifying a the owner of the base object.

store DEPT A string specifying the base object.

column DEPT_ID A string specifying the primary key columns. This 
string can be comma delimited.

Parameter Value Description

owner SAMPLE_1 A string specifying a the owner of the base 
object.

store DEPT A string specifying the base object.
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2.4.5 Resolving Conflicts Using the Error Queue
For each publication item created, a separate and corresponding error queue is 
created. The purpose of this queue is to store transactions that fail due to 
unresolved conflicts. The administrator can attempt to resolve the conflicts, either 
by modifying the error queue data or that of the server, and then she may attempt 
to re-apply the transaction via the Execute Transaction API call. The administrator 
may also purge the error queues through the Purge Transaction API call. 

2.4.5.1 Execute Transaction
The execute transaction function re-executes transactions in the Mobile Server Error 
Queue.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
public static void ExecuteTransaction(String clientid, long tid)
   throws Throwable 

Table 2–19 Execute Transaction Parameters

Java Methods Example
Consolidator.ExecuteTransaction("DAVIDL", 100002); 

2.4.5.2 Purge Transaction
The purge transaction function purges a transaction from the Mobile Server error 
queue.

Using the Consolidator Admin API
public static void PurgeTransaction(String clientid, long tid) throws Throwable 

Table 2–20 Purge Transaction Parameters

Parameter Description

clientid The Mobile Sync Client name.

tid The transaction ID.

Parameter Value Description

clientid DAVIDL The Mobile Server user name.

tid 100001 Transaction ID
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Java Methods Example
Consolidator.PurgeTransaction("DAVIDL", 100001); 

2.5 Mobile Sync API
The Mobile Sync API allows an application to initiate and monitor synchronization 
with a database from a client device rather than requiring that it be started from the 
Mobile Server. The default transport mechanism is HTTP, but other forms of 
transport can be specified if they are available.

Mobile Sync consists of five function calls and a control structure.

2.5.1 ocSessionInit
Initialize the synchronization environment. 

Syntax
int ocSessionInit( ocEnv *env );

Parameters
Env

Pointer to an ocEnv structure buffer to hold the return synchronization 
environment.

Comments
This call initializes the ocEnv structure and restores any user settings that are saved 
in the last ocSaveUserInfo() call. ocEnv structure is passed as a parameter, and 
should be initialized by the caller. If the caller wants to overwrite the user 
preference information after the ocSessionInit() call, that can be done by 
calling ocSaveUserInfo().

2.5.2 ocSessionTerm
 Frees and performs a cleanup of the synchronization environment.

Syntax
int ocSessionTerm( ocEnv *env );
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Parameters
Env

Pointer to the environment structure returned by ocSessionInit.

Comments
De-initializes all the structures and memory created by the ocSessionInit() call. 
They should always be called in pair.

2.5.2.1 ocSaveUserInfo
 Saves user settings.

Syntax
int ocSaveUserInfo( ocEnv *env );

Parameters
Env

Pointer to the synchronization environment.

Comments
This saves or overwrites the user settings into a file or database on the client side. 
The following information provided in the environment structure is saved:

■ Username

■ Password

■ SavePassword

■ NewPassword

■ Priority

■ Secure

■ PushOnly

■ SyncApps

■ SyncNewPublication

For usage of these fields, please refer to the section Section 2.6, "Mobile Sync API 
Data Structures".
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2.5.3 ocDoSynchroize
Starts the synchronization process.

Syntax
int ocDoSynchronize( ocEnv *env );

Parameters
Env

Pointer to the synchronization environment.

Comments
This starts the synchronization cycle. A round trip synchronization is activated if 
syncDirection is 0 (default). If syncDirection is 1, only upload (send) is 
performed. If syncDirection is 2, only download (receive) is performed. 
Performing an upload only synchronization is useful if client device does not want 
to download data from the server. 

2.5.4 ocSetTableSyncFlag
Update the table flags for Selective Sync.

Syntax
ocSetTableSyncFlag(ocEnv *env, const char* publication_name, 
const char* table_name, short sync_flag)

Parameters
Env

Pointer to the synchronization environment.

publication_name

Used on CreatePublication(), which is part of the Consolidator Admin API. 
See the Oracle9i Lite Consolidator Admin API Specification for more information.

If publication_name is NULL, sync_flag apply for all items in the publication.

table_name
This string is same as client_name_template of CreatePublication(). In OKAPI 
case, it is database_name + ’.’ + store, where store is 
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CreatePublicationItem()’s third parameter. See the Oracle9i Lite Consolidator 
Admin API Specification for more information on CreatePublication() and 
CreatePublicationItem().

sync_flag
If 1 do synchronize, If 0 do not synchronize. Sync_flag is not stored persistently. 
Each time before ocDoSynchronize() you need to call 
ocSetTableSyncFlag().

Comments
This function allows the client applications to select the way specific tables are 
synchronized. 

Set sync_flag for each table or each publication. If sync_flag = 0, the table is 
not synchronized.

2.6 Mobile Sync API Data Structures

2.6.1 ocEnv
ocEnv is the data structure used by all the Mobile Sync functions to hold internal 
memory buffers and state information. Before using the structure, the application 
must pass it to ocSessionInit to initialized the environment.

The environment structure also contains fields that the caller can update to change 
program the way Mobile Sync functions work.

typedef struct ocEnv_s {
                       // User infos
char username[MAX_USERNAME];     // Mobile Sync Client id 
char password[MAX_USERNAME];     // Mobile Sync Client password for 
                       // authentication during sync 
char newPassword[MAX_USERNAME];     // resetting Mobile Sync Client password 
                       // on server side if this field is not blank 
short savePassword;      // if set to 1, save ’password’ 
char appRoot[MAX_PATHNAME];     // dir path on client device for deploying files
short priority;     // High priority table only or not
short secure;     // if set to 1, data encrypted over the wire 
enum {
OC_SENDRECEIVE = 0,     // full step of synchronize
OC_SENDONLY,     // send phase only
OC_RECEIVEONLY,     // receive phase only
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                       // For Palm Only
OC_SENDTOFILE,     // send into local file | pdb
OC_RECEIVEFROMFILE     // receive from local file | pdb
}syncDirection;     // synchronize direction

enum {
OC_BUILDIN_HTTP = 0,     // Use build-in Http transport method
OC_USER_METHOD     // Use user defined transport method
}trType;           // type of transport

ocErrorexError;     // extra error code

ocTransportEnvtransportEnv;     // transport control information 

                       // GUI related function entry
progressProcfnProgress;     // callback to track progress; this is optional

                 // Values used for Progress Bar. If 0, progress bar won’t show.
longtotalSendDataLen;      // set by Mobile Sync API informing transport total 
number of
                       // bytes to send; set before the first fnSend() is called
long totalReceiveDataLen;     // to be set by transport informing Mobile Sync 
API 
                       // total number of bytes to receive; 
                       // should be set at first fnReceive() call. 
void* userContext;     // user defined context
void* ocContext;     // internal use only
short logged;     // internal use only
long bufferSize;     // send/receive buffer size, default is 0
short pushOnly;     // Push only flag
short syncApps;     // Application deployment flag
} ocEnv;

2.6.1.1 ocTransportEnv
This structure is used to override the built-in transport functions. By providing the 
list of functions in the structure, applications can define their own implementation 
for the transport layer used by the synchronization engine.

typedef struct ocTransportEnv_s {
void* ocTrInfo;            // transport internal context

                  // for built-in Http, maped to ocTrHttp
connectProc fnConnect;     // plug-in callback to establish a connection from

                  // device to server
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disconnectProc fnDisconnect;     // plug-in callback to dismantle connection 
from

                   // device to server
sendProc fnSend;           // plug-in callback to send data 
receiveProc fnReceive;     // plug-in callback to receive data 
}ocTransportEnv;

2.7 Setting Up Mobile Client on the Device
Once you configure transport between Oracle8 and the Windows, you must install 
and configure Mobile Sync on the device. Setting up the Mobile Client on the 
Windows CE device is a two step approach:

■ Run CESETUP.EXE from the Windows development system to install Mobile 
Client for Windows CE libraries.

■ Configure HTTP transport between the Windows CE device and Mobile Server.

2.7.1 Directory Structure
The Mobile Development Kit for Windows CE is installed in the Oracle_
Home\Mobile\SDK\wince directory. Inside this directory are five folders labelled 
samples, wce200, wce211, wce212, and wce300.

The following table lists and describes the contents of this directory.

Directory Description

samples Contains the following folders:

■ ADOCE - ActiveX Data Objects for CE sample code.

■ JDBC - JDBC sample code.

■ ODBC - ODBC sample code.

■ OKDEMO - OKdemo resource files.

■ Consolidator - Conslidator Admin API sample code.

wce200 Contains CESETUP and other necessary .dll and .exe files for 
Windows CE version 2.0. This folder also contains folders with the 
necessary library and executable files for ARM, MIPS, SH3 and SH4 
processors running under this version. 
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2.7.2 Run the CESETUP.EXE file.
Run the appropriate CESETUP.EXE file in the Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\wince 
directory matching your processor and operating system combination. This 
program copies the necessary files to the Windows CE device, configures the 
Windows CE data source name (DSN), and sets up the environment on the device. 
Unless you modify it, the installation places the default database file, POLITE.ODB, 
in the \orace directory on the device. The setup initialization file, CESETUP.INI 
lists the files that are loaded to the device.

2.7.3 Configuring Transport
Replicating with the Windows CE devices using HTTP requires the TCP/IP 
communication protocol. This document provides instructions for enabling TCP/IP 
communications for Windows CE devices using Windows NT RAS. 

2.7.3.1 Configuring NT RAS 
To enable TCP/IP communications between Windows CE device and your 
Windows NT server using Windows NT RAS, perform the following steps: 

1. In the Windows Control panel, double-click the network icon. 

2. Click the Add button in the Services tab of the Network window. 

3. Select Remote Access Service and then click the OK button. 

4. Insert the Windows NT CD into the disk drive and specify the location where 
you want the setup program to search for existing Windows NT RAS files.

wce211 Contains CESETUP and other necessary .dll and .exe files for 
Windows CE version 2.1.1. This folder also contains folders with the 
necessary library and executable files for ARM, MIPS, SH3 and SH4 
processors running under this version.

wce212 Contains CESETUP and other necessary .dll and .exe files for 
Windows CE version 2.1.2. This folder also contains a folder with the 
necessary library and executable files for the x86 processor running 
under this version.

wce300 Contains CESETUP and other necessary .dll and .exe files for 
Windows CE version 3.0. This folder also contains folders with the 
necessary library and executable files for ARM, MIPS, SH3 and SH4 
processors running under this version.

Directory Description
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5. Click the Continue button. The setup program copies the Windows NT RAS 
files into the appropriate directories. If the setup program fails to detect a 
modem, it prompts you to add a modem. 

6. Click the Yes button and enter the required information to install a modem. The 
Add RAS Device window appears. 

7. Select COM1-Dial-Up Networking Serial Cable from the drop down list and 
click the OK button. The Remote Access Setup window appears. 

8. Under Port, select COM1 and click the Configure button. The Configure Port 
Usage window appears. 

9. Select the "Receive calls only" radio button and click the OK button. 

10. Click the Network button in the Remote Access Setup window. The Network 
Configuration window appears. 

11. Select TCP/IP and click the OK button. The RAS Server TCP/IP Configuration 
window appears. 

12. Select "Entire network" and "Use static address pool". 

13. You can specify a range of TCP/IP addresses for multiple devices. Enter the 
beginning of a TCP/IP address range in the Begin field and enter the ending of 
a  TCP/IP address range in the End field. The range should be equal to the 
number of clients plus 1. For Example, if you have fifty devices you could enter 
the following range: 

          Begin: 10.1.0.1 

          End: 10.1.0.51 

14. Click the OK button. 

15. In the Network Configuration window, select "Any authentication including 
clear text" and click the OK button. Click the Continue button. The Setup 
Message window appears. Click the OK button. 

Important: You must ensure that the TCP/IP addresses in your 
selected range are not already in use by other computers in your 
network.
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16. In the Network window, click the Close button. The Network Settings Change 
window appears. Click the Yes button. 

17. Once the system reboots, click the Services icon in the Windows Control Panel. 
The Services window appears. 

18. Select Remote Access Server and click the Startup button. 

19. Select Automatic and click the OK button. Click the Close button. 

20. From the Windows Start menu select Administrative Tools and then select User 
Manager. The User Manager window appears. 

2.7.3.2   Create a RAS User account for the device as follows: 
1. Select New User from the User menu. The New User window dialog appears. 

2. Enter a user name, password, and password confirmation in the required fields. 

3. Select "Password Never Expires". 

4. Click the Dialin button. The Dialin Information dialog appears. 

5. Select "Grant dial-in permission to user". Click the OK button. 

6. Click the OK button to exit the New User dialog. 

7. Exit the User Manager screen. 

8. From the Windows Start menu select Administrative Tools and then select 
Remote Access Administration. The Remote Access Admin window appears. 
Installing the Sample Application on the Device.

9. Verify that the new RAS user is granted remote access permission and click the 
OK button.

2.7.3.3 Windows Desktop RAS Settings
When you configure RAS verify that:

■ The modem setting is "dial out and receive calls".

■ You select the option to allow the Windows CE device to connect to any 
computer in the domain.

■ The static IP addresses for the Windows CE device are in the same subnet as the 
desktop connected to the device. Otherwise, you cannot make an HTTP 
connection and replication fails.

■ The ending IP address for the Windows CE device is not in use on the network.
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■ The Domain Logon server is available to the Windows CE device.

■ The IP address is set correctly for the Windows CE device before running 
Mobile Sync Client application.

2.7.3.4 Windows Desktop Settings
When you configure the Windows desktop settings, verify that:

■ The baud rate is set correctly in the Modems and Ports configuration in the 
Control Panel. Also, the baud rate for the Windows CE device matches the baud 
rate on the desktop.

■ You reinstall your current Windows NT service pack after installing the 
Windows CE services.

2.8 Installing the Sample Application on the Device 
The Mobile Development Kit provides a sample application called "Sample Orders" 
which can be installed using CEServices. Run CEServices and select the okdemo file 
from the Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\wince\samples folder corresponding to your 
processor into the \orace folder on your Windows CE device. 

2.9 Testing Synchronization
Start the Mobile client application by opening Oracle_Home\Moble\SDK\wince\ 
followed by the folder containing the version of Windows CE and the processor 
your device uses, and start ConsolidatorClient.exe from that folder. For 
information on how to determine which version of Windows CE and which 
processor your device uses, see the Oracle9i Lite Installation and Configuration Guide.

Mobile Sync requires the following parameters to sync:

Table 2–21 Mobile Sync Client Parameters

Parameter Description

User Name Mobile Client user name. This field is not case sensitive.

Password Mobile Client password. This field is case sensitive.

Change Leave this box clear.

Save Password Select this check box to save the password.

http://<mobile server> The Mobile Server IP address.
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Use the following user name and password to make use of the SAMPLE11 sample 
application. A separate user name and password must be provided for any custom 
made applications and user snapshots.

■ User Name = S11U1

■ Password = MANAGER

1. Tap the mSYNC icon to start the Mobile Sync Client. The "Oracle Mobile Sync" 
screen appears.

Figure 2–1 Mobile Sync Screen

2. Enter the information in the necessary fields. Remember to select the Save 
Password check box. The http:// field can contain a screen name or an IP 
address.

3. Select the ’Apply’ button.

4. Select the ’Sync’ button.

Use Proxy Select if appropriate.

Important: The Sample Orders demo is used in this chapter to 
demonstrate replication. This sample demo must be installed 
separately. See the Oracle9i Lite Installation and Configuration Guide 
for information on installing the Sample Orders demo application. 

Parameter Description
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A progress bar appears to indicate the completion of each synchronization task: 
composing, sending receiving, and processing. The progress bar also displays the 
time each task took to complete. If synchronization executes successfully, the 
synchronization Success screen appears. If synchronization fails, a "sync failed" 
message appears. To determine the cause of a failed synchronization the server 
administrator can view tracing information in the Mobile Server log file.

2.10 Mobile Server System Catalog Views
Consolidator contains system catalog views for locating Consolidator components. 
Use the Consolidator system catalog views to locate the following:

■ Mobile users

■ publications

■ subscriptions

■ sequences

■ sequence partitions

■ stand-alone publication items

■ publication items added to publications

■ publication item indexes 

■ subscription parameters 

See Appendix A, "Mobile Server System Catalog Views", for more information. 
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ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE

This document describes Oracle Lite database ActiveX Data Objects for Windows 
CE. Each section of this document presents a different topic. These sections include:

■ Overview

■ Active Connection Object Methods

■ Recordset Object Methods

■ Recordset Object Properties

■ Field Object Properties

■ Recordset Object Collection

■ SQL and Database Reference

■ Error Messages

3.1 Overview
ActiveX Data Objects is a programming interface which enables Visual Basic 
applications to access Oracle Lite database functionality. It is an object oriented 
programming interface that is based on the COM interface standard. It provides 
functions to access the underlying database engine. ActiveX Data Objects for 
Windows CE contains a subset of the features of ActiveX Data Objects, designed to 
run on the Windows CE environment.

To support the ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE interface, Oracle Lite 
database has implemented a module that provides exactly the same interface, so 
that Visual Basic programmers can develop applications using the same Microsoft 
ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE interface against Oracle Lite databases.
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Configuration
Oracle Lite database ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE follows the guideline of 
Microsoft Windows CE ActiveX Data Objects v2.0 SDK, which is based on the 
desktop version of ActiveX Data Objects 1.0 with some differences.

Oracle Lite database ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE can be accessed using 
almost any programming languages, however, the Oracle Lite database 
implementation is tailored for the Visual Basic environment.

Oracle Lite database ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE is an interface that 
exists on top of Oracle Lite database’s ODBC interface, providing a COM interface 
to application programs.

3.2 Configuration
To install ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE:

5. Change directory to Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\wince and run CESETUP for 
installing Oracle Lite database core to CE device first.

6. Copy OLADOCE.DLL into ORACE directory which is in the root of CE device.

7. Register OLADOCE.DLL by typing:

regsvrce \ORACE\OLADOCE.DLL

3.2.1 Functions
The ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE interface is an object-oriented interface 
that provides its functions through the access of various COM interfaces (classes). 

The following table lists the objects, methods, and properties of the ActiveX Data 
Objects for Windows CE control.

Table 3–1 ADOCE Object Types

Interface Method Property

Active Connection Connect DSN

Disconnect

Recordset Object AddNew AbsolutePage***

CancelUpdate AbsolutePosition

Clone*** ActiveConnection

Close BOF
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*** Indicates not implemented.

Each ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE object contains a set of methods and a 
set of properties. Methods are functions that can be called by the application. 
Properties are data members that can be set or retrieved to change a particular 
aspect of a feature.

3.2.2 ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE Objects
The ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE control has three objects: Active 
Connection, Recordset, and Field. Use Create Object to create an Active Connection 
object and activate a connection based on the DSN entry which is contained in 
ODBC.txt. Otherwise, if the user only creates a new Recordset object, the default 

Delete Bookmark***

GetRows*** CacheSize***

Move CursorType

MoveFirst EditMode

MoveLast EOF

MoveNext LockType

MovePrevious PageCount***

Open PageSize***

Supports RecordCount

Update Source

Field Object [no methods] ActualSize

Attributes

DefinedSize

Name

Type

UnderlyingValue

Value

Field Collection [no methods] Count

Interface Method Property
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"polite" DSN will be called and connect the entry’s database. Use CreateObject to 
create a new Recordset object. Field objects should not be directly created because 
they exist only in the context of an existing recordset. Use Set to refer to a specific 
Field object. For example:

Dim rstCustomers, fldName
Set rc = CreateObject("oladoce.activeconnection")
rc.connect("polite")
Set rstCustomers = CreateObject("oladoce.recordset")
rstCustomers.Open "customers"
Set fldName = rstCustomers.Fields("Name")
MsgBox fldName.Value
rstCustomers.Close
rs.Disconnect
Set fldName = Nothing
Set rstCustomers = Nothing

3.3 Active Connection Object Methods
The following table lists the methods the Active Connection Object supports.

Table 3–2 Active Connection Object Methods

3.3.1 Connect
This method creates a connection for an Active Connection Object. 

Syntax
ActiveConnection.Connect DSNName

Table 3–3 Connect Parameters

Method Description

Connect Open a connection

Disconnect Close a connection

Parameter Description

DSNName A string identifying a single DSN.
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3.3.2 Disconnect
This method closes the Active Connection Object connection.

Syntax
ActiveConnection.Disconnect

3.4 Recordset Object Methods
The following table lists the methods the Recordset object supports.

Table 3–4 Recordset Object Methods

Because ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE databases are intended to be 
accessed by a single user, there is no batch update mode. ActiveX Data Objects for 
Windows CE does not support the following methods: 

■ CancelBatch 

Method Description

AddNew Inserts a new row into the recordset.

CancelUpdate Cancels changes held in memory.

Clone*** Duplicates a recordset.

Close Closes a recordset.

Delete Deletes a row from the recordset.

GetRows*** Returns data stored in the recordset.

Move Changes the pointer to the active row in the recordset.

MoveFirst Makes the first row active.

MoveLast Makes the last row active.

MoveNext Moves the active row pointer to the next row.

MovePrevious Moves the active row pointer to the previous row.

Open Defines and opens recordsets; runs SQL commands.

Update Commits changes held in memory and updates the actual table.

Supports Determines if the recordset supports certain features.
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■ NextRecordset 

■ Requery 

■ Resync 

■ UpdateBatch 

3.4.1 AddNew
This method creates a new record for an updatable Recordset object.

Syntax
recordset.AddNew Fields, Values

Table 3–5 AddNew Parameters

Comments
Use the AddNew method to create and initialize a new record. Use the Supports 
method (Const adAddNew = &H01000400) to verify whether you can add records 
to the current Recordset object. You cannot add records if you open the recordset 
with the default LockType (Const adLockReadOnly = 1).

After you call the AddNew method, the new record becomes the current record and 
remains current after you call the Update method. The new record is added to the 
end of the Recordset.

If you call AddNew while editing the current record or while adding a new record, 
ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE calls the Update method to save any changes 
and then creates the new record.

If Fields is an array, Values must also be an array with the same number of members, 
otherwise an error occurs. The order of field names must match the order of field 
values in each array.

Calling the AddNew method without arguments sets the EditMode property to 2 
(adEditAdd) and causes ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE to cache any field 

Parameter Description

Fields Optional. A single name or an array representing names or ordinal 
positions of the field(s) in the new record. 

Values Optional. A single value or an array representing values for the field(s) 
in the new record.
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value changes locally. Calling the Update method posts the new record to the 
database and resets the EditMode property to 0 (adEditNone). If you pass the Fields 
and Values arguments, ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE immediately posts 
the new record to the database. No Update call is necessary; the EditMode property 
value does not change from 0 (adEditNone).

ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE always updates in immediate mode. Batch 
mode is not supported.

Example
Dim rs, i, L1
Set rs = CreateObject("oladoce.recordset")
rs.open "create table newtable (f1 varchar)"
rs.open "newtable", "", 1, 3
rs.addnew "f1", "a"
rs.addnew
rs.fields("f1") = "b"
rs.Update
rs.Close
rs.open "newtable"
Set rs = Nothing

3.4.2 CancelUpdate
This method cancels any changes made to the current record or to a new record 
prior to calling the Update method.

Syntax
recordset.CancelUpdate

Comments
Use the CancelUpdate method to cancel any changes made to the current record or 
to discard a newly added record. You cannot undo changes to the current record or 
to a new record after you call the Update method.

If you are adding a new record when you call the CancelUpdate method, the record 
that was current prior to the AddNew call becomes the current record again. The 
EditMode property is reset to 0.

If you have not changed the current record or added a new record, calling the 
CancelUpdate method generates an error. If changes were made, the EditMode 
property of the recordset is nonzero.
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Example
Dim rs
Set rs = CreateObject("oladoce.recordset")
rs.Open "Table1", "", 1, 3
rs.AddNew ’Changes the EditMode to 2
If rs.EditMode <> 0 Then rs.CancelUpdate
MsgBox rs.EditMode
rs.Close
Set rs = Nothing

3.4.3 Clone
This method creates a duplicate Recordset object from an existing Recordset object.

Syntax
recordset.Clone

Comments
Use the Clone method to duplicate Recordset objects, particularly if you want to be 
able to maintain more than one current record in a specified set of records. Using 
the Clone method is more efficient than creating and opening a new Recordset 
object with the same definition as the original. 

The current record of a newly created clone is set to the first record. 

Changes you make to one Recordset object are visible in all of its clones regardless 
of cursor type. 

Closing the original Recordset does not close its copies; closing a copy does not 
close the original or any of the other copies.

You can only clone a Recordset object that supports bookmarks (Const 
adBookmark=8192). Bookmark values are interchangeable; that is, a bookmark 
reference from one Recordset object refers to the same record in any of its clones.

Example
Dim rs1, rs2, f
Set rs1 = CreateObject("adoce.recordset")
rs1.open "MSysTables"
Set f = rs1.Fields(0)
Msgbox f.Value, ,f.Name
Set rs2 = rs1.Clone
Set f = rs2.Fields(0)
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Msgbox f.Value, ,f.Name

3.4.4 Close
This method closes an open object and any dependent objects.

Syntax
recordset.Close

Comments
Use the Close method to close a Recordset object and free any associated system 
resources. However, closing an object does not remove it from memory; you can 
change its property settings and open it again later. To completely eliminate an 
object from memory, set the Recordset object variable to Nothing.

Closing a Recordset object releases the associated data you may have obtained 
through this particular Recordset object, but does not affect the underlying 
database. You can later call the Open method to reopen the recordset with the same 
or modified attributes. You must close a recordset before changing the structure of 
the underlying database.

While the Recordset object is closed, calling any methods that require a current row 
generates an error. Also, trying to close a closed recordset generates an error.

If an edit is in progress, calling the Close method generates an error; call the Update 
or CancelUpdate method first. 

If you use the Clone method to create copies of an open Recordset object, closing the 
original or a clone does not affect any of the other copies.

3.4.5 Delete
This method deletes the current record in an open Recordset object.

Syntax
recordset.Delete AffectRecords
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Table 3–6 Delete Parameters

Comments
Using the Delete method deletes the current record from the database. If the 
Recordset object does not allow record deletion, an error occurs. 

Retrieving field values from the deleted record generates an error. 

A deleted record remains current until you move to a different record, after which 
the deleted record is no longer accessible.If the attempt to delete records fails, a 
run-time error occurs. 

3.4.6 GetRows
This method retrieves multiple records of a Recordset into an array.

Syntax
array = recordset.GetRows(Rows, Start, Fields)

Table 3–7 GetRows Parameters

Comments
Use the GetRows method to copy records from a Recordset into a two-dimensional 
array. The first subscript identifies the field and the second identifies the record 

Parameter Description

AffectRecords Optional. The only valid value for AffectRecords is 1 
(adAffectCurrent). Any other value generates a run-time error. 
This feature is present for compatibility with ActiveX Data 
Objects for the desktop computer. 

Parameter Description

Array A Variant variable in which the returned data is stored.

Rows Optional. A Long expression indicating the number of records to 
retrieve. The default value is adGetRowsRest, or -1. 

Start Optional. A String or Variant that evaluates to the bookmark for 
the record from which the GetRows operation should begin.

Fields Optional. A Variant representing a single field name or ordinal 
position, or an array of field names or ordinal position numbers. 
ADOCE returns only the data in these fields. 
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number. The array variable is automatically dimensioned to the correct size when 
the GetRows method returns the data.

If you do not specify a value for the Rows argument, the GetRows method 
automatically retrieves all the records in the Recordset object. If you request more 
records than are available, GetRows returns only the number of available records.

If the Recordset object supports bookmarks, you can specify at which record the 
GetRows method should begin retrieving data by passing the value of that record’s 
Bookmark property.

If you want to restrict the fields the GetRows call returns, you can pass either a 
single field name or number, or an array of field names or numbers, in the Fields 
argument.

After you call GetRows, the next unread record becomes the current record, or the 
EOF property is set to True if there are no more records.

Example
Dim rstEmployees, strMessage
Dim intRows, avarRecords
Dim intRecord, intField
Dim intRecCount, intFieldCount

Set rstEmployees = CreateObject("adoce.recordset")
rstEmployees.Open "mytable"
strMessage = "Enter number of rows to retrieve."
intRows = CInt(InputBox(strMessage))

If intRows <= 0 Then intRows = 1

’ If GetRowsOK is successful, print the results,
’ noting if the end of the file was reached.
If GetRowsOK(rstEmployees, intRows, avarRecords) Then
  If intRows > UBound(avarRecords, 2) + 1 Then
    MsgBox "Less than " & intRows & " rows in recordset."
  End If
  intRecCount = UBound(avarRecords, 2) + 1
  intFieldCount = UBound(avarRecords, 1) + 1
  MsgBox intRecCount & " records found."
  MsgBox intFieldCount & " fields found."
  For intRecord = 0 To intRecCount - 1
    strMessage = ""
    For intField = 0 To intFieldCount - 1
      strMessage = strMessage & _
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        avarRecords(intField, intRecord) & vbCrLf
    Next
    MsgBox strMessage
  Next
Else
  MsgBox "GetRows failed!"
End If

rstEmployees.Close
Set rstEmployees = Nothing

Public Function GetRowsOK(rstTemp, intNumber, avarData)
  ’ Store results of GetRows method in array.
  avarData = rstTemp.GetRows(intNumber)
  ’ Return False only if fewer than the desired
  ’ number of rows were returned, but not because the
  ’ end of the Recordset was reached.
  If intNumber > UBound(avarData, 2) + 1 And Not rstTemp.EOF Then
    GetRowsOK = False
  Else
    GetRowsOK = True
  End If
End Function

3.4.7 Move
This method moves the position of the current record in a Recordset object.

Syntax
recordset.Move NumRecords, Start

Parameters

Table 3–8 Move Parameters

Parameter Description

NumRecords A signed Long expression specifying the number of records the 
current record position moves. 
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Comments
If the NumRecords argument is greater than zero, the current record position moves 
forward, toward the end of the recordset. If NumRecords is less than zero, the 
current record position moves backward, toward the beginning of the recordset.

If the Move call would move the current record position to a point before the first 
record, ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE sets the current record to the position 
before the first record in the recordset, BOF is True. An attempt to move backward 
when the BOF property is already True generates an error.

If the Move call would move the current record position to a point after the last 
record, ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE sets the current record to the position 
after the last record in the recordset, EOF is True. An attempt to move forward 
when the EOF property is already True generates an error.

Calling the Move method from an empty Recordset object generates an error.

If you pass the Start argument, the move is relative to the record with this 
bookmark assuming the Recordset object supports bookmarks. If not specified, the 
move is relative to the current record.

The following code example sets the constants for the Move method:

Const adBookmarkCurrent = 0
Const adBookmarkFirst = 1
Const adBookmarkLast = 2

3.4.8 MoveFirst, MoveLast, MoveNext, MovePrevious
These methods respectively move to the first, last, next, or previous record in a 
specified Recordset object and make that record the current record.

Start Optional. A String or Variant that evaluates to a bookmark. It is 
one of the values described in the following:

■ adBookmarkCurrent - Value is 0. This is the default. Start at 
the current record. Logically equivalent to passing no value 
for Start.

■ AdBookmarkFirst - Value is 1. Start at the first record.

■ AdBookmarkLast - Value is 2. Start at the last record.

Parameter Description
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Syntax
recordset.MoveFirst
recordset.MoveLast
recordset.MoveNext
recordset.MovePrevious

Comments
Use the MoveFirst method to move the current record position to the first record in 
the recordset.

Use the MoveLast method to move the current record position to the last record in 
the recordset. 

Use the MoveNext method to move the current record position one record forward, 
toward the bottom of the Recordset. If the last record is the current record and you 
call the MoveNext method, ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE sets the current 
record to the position after the last record in the Recordset, EOF is True. An attempt 
to move forward when the EOF property is already True generates an error.

Use the MovePrevious method to move the current record position one record 
backward, toward the top of the Recordset. If the first record is the current record 
and you call the MovePrevious method, ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE sets 
the current record to the position before the first record in the Recordset, BOF is 
True. An attempt to move backward when the BOF property is already True 
generates an error. 

3.4.9 Open
This method opens a cursor, and is read-only by default.

Syntax
recordset.Open Source, ActiveConnection, CursorType, LockType, Options

Parameters

Table 3–9 Open Parameters

Parameter Description

Source Required. A Variant that evaluates to a table name or an SQL 
statement.
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ActiveConnection Optional. The zero-length string (““) signifies the H/PC object store 
and is the only available option in ActiveX Data Objects for Windows 
CE 1.0.

CursorType Optional. Determines what movement through the recordset is 
allowed and how updates to the underlying database are reflected in 
the Recordset. Types include:

■ adOpenForwardOnly - Value is 0. The default. Forward-only 
cursor. Identical to a static cursor except that you can only scroll 
forward through records. For compatibility with ActiveX Data 
Objects for the desktop computer.

■ AdOpenKeyset - Value is 1. Keyset cursor. Additions, changes, 
and deletions by other users are not visible. All types of 
movement through the recordset are allowed.

Using other values results in a LockType of 1 (adOpenKeyset). 
Dynamic-type and static-type cursors are not available in ActiveX 
Data Objects for Windows CE.

LockType Optional. Determines what type of locking (concurrency) the provider 
should use when opening the Recordset. Values are:

■ adLockReadOnly - Value is 1. This is the default. You cannot add, 
delete, or change records.

■ AdLockOptimistic - Value is 3. You can add, delete, and change 
records.

Using other values result in a LockType of 3 (adLockOptimistic), 
unless the table itself is read-only. In that case, the LockType is 1 
(adLockReadOnly). For compatibility with ActiveX Data Objects for 
the desktop computer, the default LockType is 1 (adLocklReadOnly). 
Pessimistic and optimistic batch locking are not available in ActiveX 
Data Objects for Windows CE. 

Options Options include:

■ adCmdText - Value is 1. Evaluates Source as a SQL statement.

■ AdCmdTable - Value is 2. Evaluates Source as a table name from 
MSysTables.

■ AdCmdStoredProc - Value is 4. Evaluates Source as a stored 
procedure from MSysProcs.

■ AdCmdUnknown - Value is 8. This is the default. The type of 
command in the Source property is not known.

Parameter Description
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Comments
There is no Command object in ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE, so the 
Source argument must be a string.

There is no Connection object in ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE, and the 
object store is the only possible connection. The ActiveConnection argument, if 
specified, must be a zero-length string (““).

If you know what type of command you are using, setting the Options argument 
instructs ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE to go directly to the relevant code. 
If the Options argument does not match the type of command in the Source 
argument, an error occurs when you call the Open method.

When the Open method is called with a non-row returning SQL command such as 
CREATE TABLE, no recordset is returned and the state of the recordset remains 
closed.

While ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE databases are primarily single-user, 
other applications can open a recordset on the same database. For each recordset it 
opens, ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE generates a keyset that holds pointers 
to all the database rows referred to by that recordset. In a multiuser scenario, 
because this keyset is not dynamically updated with changes to the underlying 
database, the keyset may hold pointers to records that have been deleted by other 
applications after the recordset was initially opened. Attempting to access those 
deleted records generates an error. When rows are added to the database by means 
of the current open recordset, the keyset for that recordset is also updated. 

Also in a multiuser scenario, when rows are added to the database by other 
programs, the keysets for other recordsets referring to that database are not 
dynamically updated and the rows added by the other program are not visible. 
Changes by other applications to the rows the keyset knows about are still visible 
because the pointer to the row remains valid. To generate a new keyset and view 
additions and deletions by other programs, close the recordset and reopen it. 
Cloned recordsets share a common keyset.

Example
The following code example sets CursorType and LockType constants for the Open 
method.

Const adOpenKeyset = 1
Const adLockOptimistic = 3
Dim rstLocked, rstUpdateable
Set rstLocked = CreateObject("oladoce.recordset")
Set rstUpdateable = CreateObject("oladoce.recordset")
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’The default is to open a read-only, forward-only recordset
rstLocked.Open "table1"
’You must specify other parameters to make a recordset ’updateable
rstUpdateable.Open "table2","", adOpenKeyset, adLockOptimistic

3.4.10 Supports
This method determines whether a specified Recordset object supports a particular 
type of functionality.

Syntax
Boolean = recordset.Supports(CursorOptions)

Table 3–10 Supports Parameter

Comments
Use the Supports method to determine what types of functionality a Recordset 
object supports. If the Recordset object supports the features whose corresponding 
constants are in CursorOptions, the Supports method returns True. Otherwise, it 
returns False.

ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE always returns False for any of the following 
constants: adHoldRecords, adResync and adUpdateBatch. All other constants can 
return True.

Parameter Description

CursorOptions A Long expression. It is one or a combination of the following:

■ adAddNew - Value is 16778240. Supports the AddNew method.

■ AdApproxPosition - Value is 16384. Supports the AbsolutePosition 
and AbsolutePage properties.

■ AdBookmark - Value is 8192. Supports the Bookmark property.

■ AdDelete - Value is 16779264. Supports the Delete method.

■ AdMovePrevious - Value is 512. Supports the MovePrevious and 
Move methods to move the current record position backward.

■ AdUpdate - Value is 16809984. Supports the Update method.

■ AdHoldRecords - Value is 256. Not supported.

■ AdResync - Value is 131072. Not supported.

■ AdUpdateBatch - Value is 65536. Not supported.
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Example
The following code example sets the constants for the Supports method.

Const adHoldRecords = &H00000100
Const adMovePrevious = &H00000200
Const adAddNew = &H01000400
Const adDelete = &H01000800
Const adUpdate = &H01008000
Const adBookmark = &H00002000
Const adApproxPosition = &H00004000
Const adUpdateBatch = &H00010000
Const adResync = &H00020000
Const adNotify = &H00040000

3.4.11 Update
This method saves any changes you make to the current record of a Recordset 
object.

Syntax
recordset.Update Fields, Values

Table 3–11 Update Parameters

Comments
Use the Update method to save any changes you make to the current record of a 
Recordset object since calling the AddNew method or since changing any field 
values in an existing record. The Recordset object must support updates. To set field 
values, do one of the following: 

■ Assign values to a Field object’s Value property and call the Update method.

■ Pass a field name and a value as arguments with the Update call.

■ Pass an array of field names and an array of values with the Update call.

Parameter Description

Fields Optional. A single name or an array representing names or ordinal 
positions of the field(s) you want to modify. 

Values Optional. A single value or an array representing values for the field(s) 
in the new record.
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When you use arrays of fields and values, there must be an equal number of 
elements in both arrays. Also, the order of field names must match the order of field 
values. If the number and order of fields and values do not match, an error occurs.

If you move from the record you are adding or editing before calling the Update 
method, ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE automatically calls Update to save 
the changes. You must call the CancelUpdate method if you want to cancel any 
changes made to the current record or to discard a newly added record.

The current record remains current after you call the Update method.

3.5 Recordset Object Properties
The following table lists the properties the Recordset object supports.

Table 3–12 Recordset Object Properties

Properties Description

AbsolutePage*** Specifies which page to move for a new current record.

AbsolutePosition Specifies the ordinal position of a Recordset object’s current 
record.

ActiveConnection Sets the current database connection. Always a zero-length 
string (““) in ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE 1.0.

BOF Indicates whether the current record position is before the first 
record in a Recordset object.

EOF Indicates that the current record position is after the last record 
in a Recordset object.

Bookmark*** Specifies a bookmark that uniquely identifies a record in a 
Recordset object.

CacheSize*** Specifies the number of records from a Recordset object that are 
cached locally in memory.

Count Indicates the number of fields in a recordset.

CursorType Indicates the type of cursor used in a Recordset object.

EditMode Indicates the editing status of the current record.

LockType Indicates the type of locks placed on records during editing.

PageCount*** Indicates how many pages of data the Recordset object contains.

PageSize*** Indicates how many records constitute one page in the 
Recordset.
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A recordset is a virtual database table whose fields and rows correspond to a subset 
of the fields and rows in an actual database table on the H/PC. When you make 
additions, deletions, or changes to the information in a recordset row, you can pass 
those changes to the corresponding parts of the table. When you change data in the 
recordset, the recordset stores the changes in memory, allowing you to cancel them 
before the underlying database is updated. ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE 
does not support batch updates. Only one row at a time can have data that is 
changed but not committed to the underlying database.

When you change the structure of the recordset table, the changes to the underlying 
database table are immediate.

3.5.1 AbsolutePage
This property specifies which page the new current record resides.

Syntax
var = recordset.AbsolutePage

Return Values
Returns a Long value from 1 to the number of pages in the Recordset object 
(PageCount). 

RecordCount Returns a Long value that indicates the current number of 
records in a Recordset object.

Source Indicates the source for the data in a Recordset object, SQL 
statement or table name.

ActualSize Indicates the actual length of a field’s value, in bytes.

Attributes Indicates one or more characteristics of a Field object.

DefinedSize Used to determine the data capacity of a Field object.

Name Returns the name of a Field Object

Type Indicates the data type of a Field object.

Underlying Value Indicates a Field object’s current value.

Value Indicates the value of a Field object.

Properties Description
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Comments
Use the AbsolutePage property to identify the page number on which the current 
record is located. Use the PageSize property to logically divide the Recordset object 
into a series of pages, each of which has the number of records equal to PageSize, 
except for the last page, which may have fewer records. 

Like the AbsolutePosition property, AbsolutePage is 1-based and equals 1 when the 
current record is the first record in the Recordset. Set this property to move to the 
first record of a particular page. Obtain the total number of pages from the 
PageCount property.

AbsolutePage supports three special values -1 (adPosUnknown), -2 (adPosBOF) and 
-3 (adPosEOF).

The following code example sets the constants for the AbsolutePage property.

Const adPosUnknown = -1
Const adPosBOF = -2
Const adPosEOF = -3

3.5.2 AbsolutePosition
This property specifies the ordinal position of a Recordset object’s current record.

Syntax
var = recordset.AbsolutePosition

Return Values
Returns a Long value from 1 to the number of records in the Recordset object 
(RecordCount). 

Comments
Use the AbsolutePosition property to move to a record based on its ordinal position 
in the Recordset object. 

Like the AbsolutePage property, AbsolutePosition is 1-based and equals 1 when the 
current record is the first record in the Recordset. You can obtain the total number of 
records in the Recordset object from the RecordCount property.

Do not use the AbsolutePosition property as a surrogate record number. The 
position of a specified record changes when you delete a preceding record. There is 
also no assurance that a specified record will have the same AbsolutePosition if the 
Recordset object is reopened. Bookmarks are the recommended way of retaining 
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and returning to a specified position and are the only way of positioning across all 
types of Recordset objects.

AbsolutePosition supports three special values -1 (adPosUnknown), -2 (adPosBOF) 
and -3 (adPosEOF).

Attempting to set AbsolutePosition to any zero or negative value results in an error.

3.5.3 ActiveConnection
This property sets the current database connection.

Syntax
var = recordset.ActiveConnection 

Comments
The ActiveConnection property is write-only for the following reasons: 

■ Although this property returns a Connection object in ActiveX Data Objects for 
the desktop computer, there is no Connection object in ActiveX Data Objects for 
Windows CE. 

■ ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE 1.0 can only work with the object store. 

■ This property is also always a zero-length string (““).

3.5.4 BOF, EOF
In a Recordset object, BOF indicates that the current record position is before the 
first record. EOF indicates that the current record position is after the last record.

Syntax
object.BOF
object.EOF

Return Values
The return values for the BOF and EOF properties are Boolean values.

The BOF property returns True if the current record position is before the first 
record, and False if the current record position is on or after the first record.

The EOF property returns True if the current record position is after the last record, 
and False if the current record position is on or before the last record.
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If either the BOF or EOF property is True, there is no current record.

Comments
Use the BOF and EOF properties to determine whether a Recordset object contains 
records or whether you have gone beyond the limits of a Recordset object when you 
move from record to record.

If you open a Recordset object containing no records, the BOF and EOF properties 
are set to True, and the Recordset object’s RecordCount property setting is 0. When 
you open a Recordset object that contains at least one record, the first record is the 
current record and the BOF and EOF properties are False.

Calling the Delete method, even if it removes the only remaining record from a 
Recordset, does not change the setting of the BOF or EOF property.

The following table shows what happens to the BOF and EOF property settings 
when you call various Move methods, but are unable to successfully relocate a 
record.

Table 3–13 BOF and EOF Parameters

3.5.5 Bookmark
This property returns a bookmark that uniquely identifies the current record in a 
Recordset object, or sets the current record in a Recordset object to the record 
identified by a valid bookmark.

Syntax
object.Bookmark [= value]

Table 3–14 Bookmark Parameter

Methods BOF EOF

MoveFirst, MoveLast True True

Move=0 No change No change

MovePrevious, Move<0 True No change

MoveNext, Move>0 No change True

Parameter Description

object An object expression that evaluates to an object.
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Return Values
Returns a Variant expression that evaluates to a valid bookmark. 

Comments
Use the Bookmark property to save the position of the current record and return to 
that record at any time. 

When you open a Recordset object, each of its records has a unique bookmark. To 
save the bookmark for the current record, assign the value of the Bookmark 
property to a variable. To quickly return to that record at any time after moving to a 
different record, set the Recordset object’s Bookmark property to the value of that 
variable.

If you use the Clone method to create a copy of a Recordset object, the Bookmark 
property settings for the original and the duplicate Recordset objects are identical 
and you can use them interchangeably. However, you cannot use bookmarks from 
different Recordset objects interchangeably, even if they were created from the same 
source or command.

3.5.6 CacheSize
This property indicates the number of records from a Recordset object that are 
cached locally in memory.

Syntax
recordset.Cachesize

Comments
This property is not used by ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE. It always 
returns a value of 1 and ignores any attempts to set it.

3.5.7 Count
This property indicates the number of fields in a recordset.

Syntax
fields.Count

value A variant expression that evaluates to a bookmark.

Parameter Description
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Table 3–15 Count Parameter

Example
Dim rs
Set rs = CreateObject("adoce.recordset")
rs.Open "MSysIndexes"
MsgBox rs.Fields.Count
rs.Close
Set rs = Nothing

3.5.8 CursorType
This property indicates the type of cursor used in a Recordset object.

Syntax
recordset.CursorType

Return Values
Indicates what movement through the recordset is allowed and how updates to the 
underlying database are reflected in the recordset. Is either 0 (adOpenForwardOnly) 
or 1 (adOpenKeyset).

Comments
Use the CursorType property to specify the type of cursor that should be used when 
opening the Recordset object. The CursorType property is read/write when the 
recordset is closed and read-only when it is open.

The CursorType property may change to match the actual cursor type in use when 
the Recordset object is open. To verify specific functionality of the returned cursor, 
use the Supports method. 

Because ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE only implements 
adOpenForwardOnly and adOpenKeyset, all other values are mapped to 
adOpenKeyset.

3.5.9 EditMode
This property indicates the editing status of the current record.

Parameter Description

fields Specifies the Fields collection of an open Recordset.
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Syntax
object.EditMode

Return Values
One of the values described in the following table is returned.

Table 3–16 Edit Mode Return Values

Comments
Use the EditMode property to determine the editing status of the current record. 
You can test for pending changes if an editing process has been interrupted and 
determine whether you need to use the Update or CancelUpdate method.

For more information about the EditMode property under different editing 
conditions, see the AddNew method.

The following code example sets the constants for the EditMode property.

Const adEditNone = 0
Const adEditInProgress = 1
Const adEditAdd = 2

3.5.10 LockType
This property indicates the type of locks placed on records during editing.

Syntax
recordset.LockType

Return Values
Returns one of the values described in the following table.

EditMode Value Description

adEditNone 0 No editing operation is in progress.

AdEditInProgress 1 Data in the current record has been modified but not yet 
saved.

AdEditAdd 2 The AddNew method has been invoked, and the current 
record in the copy buffer is a new record that has not been 
saved in the database.
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Table 3–17 Lock Mode Return Values

Comments
Use the LockType property to determine what type of locking the provider should 
use when opening a Recordset object or to return the type of locking in use on an 
open Recordset object. The LockType property is read/write when the Recordset is 
closed and read-only when it is open.

ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE does not support adLockPessimistic or 
adLockBatchOptimistic and silently substitutes adLockOptimistic.

3.5.11 PageCount
This property indicates how many pages of data the Recordset object contains.

Syntax
recordset.PageCount

Comments
Use the PageCount property to determine how many pages of data are in the 
Recordset object. Pages are groups of records whose size equals the PageSize 
property setting. Even if the last page is incomplete, because there are fewer records 
than the PageSize value, it counts as an additional page in the PageCount value. Set 
to -1 (adUnknown) when the size of the Recordset has not or cannot be determined.

For more information about page functionality, see the PageSize and AbsolutePage 
properties.

3.5.12 PageSize
This property indicates how many records constitute one page in the Recordset.

Syntax
var = recordset.PageSize

LockType Value Description

adLockReadOnly 1 Default. You cannot add, delete, or change records.

AdLockOptimistic 3 You can add, delete, and change records.
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Return Values
Returns a Long value, indicating how many records are on a page. The default is 10.

Comments
Use the PageSize property to determine how many records make up a logical page 
of data. Establishing a page size allows you to use the AbsolutePage property to 
move to the first record of a particular page. This is useful when you want to allow 
the user to page through data, viewing a certain number of records at a time.

This property can be set at any time, and its value will be used for calculating where 
the first record of a particular page is.

3.5.13 RecordCount
This property indicates the current number of records in a Recordset object.

Syntax
var = object.RecordCount

Return Values
Returns a Long value.

Comments
Use the RecordCount property to find out how many records are in a Recordset 
object. The property returns -1 (adUnknown) when ActiveX Data Objects for 
Windows CE cannot determine the number of records. 

Reading the RecordCount property on a closed Recordset causes an error.

3.5.14 Source
This property indicates the source for the data in a Recordset object, SQL statement 
or table name.

Syntax
var = recordset.Source

Return Value
Returns a String value.
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Comments
Use the Source property to specify a data source for a Recordset object. 

Setting this property has no effect, because a Source argument is required by the 
Open statement and there is no Execute method or Command object in ActiveX 
Data Objects for Windows CE. 

3.6 Field Object Properties
The following table lists the properties the Field object supports.

Table 3–18 Field Object Properties

Remarks
The Field object has no methods or events. With the exception of Value, all the 
properties are read-only. The following code example shows how to use a Field 
object.

Dim rs, f
Set rs = CreateObject("oladoce.recordset")
rs.open "MyTables"
Set f = rs.Fields(0)
Msgbox f.Value, f.Name

Method Description

ActualSize Indicates, in bytes, the actual length of a field’s value.

Attributes Returns a value that indicates one or more characteristics of a 
Field object. This property is read-only.

DefinedSize Used to determine the data capacity of a Field object. It returns, 
in characters, the defined size of the field. Compare with 
ActualSize, which returns the size in bytes.

Name Returns the name of a field. This property is read-only.

Type Indicates the data type of a Field object. The Type property is 
read-only.

UnderlyingValue Indicates a Field object’s current value in the database.

Value(default) Indicates a Field object’s current value in the recordset.
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3.6.1 ActualSize
This property indicates, in bytes, the actual length of a field’s value.

Syntax
var = field.ActualSize

Return Value
Returns a Long value.

Comments
Use the ActualSize property to return the actual length of a Field object’s value. For 
all fields, the ActualSize property is read-only. If ActiveX Data Objects for Windows 
CE cannot determine the length of the Field object’s value, the ActualSize property 
returns -1 (adUnknown).

For character data types, it may be useful to use DefinedSize to determine the 
maximum size permitted.

3.6.2 Attributes
This property indicates one or more characteristics of a Field object. This property is 
read-only.

Syntax
var = field.Attribute

Return Values
For a Field object, the value specifies characteristics of the field and can be a sum of 
one or more of the values described in the following table.

Table 3–19 Attributes Return Values

Return Value Value Description

adFldMayDefer ## 2 Indicates that the field is deferred, the field values are 
not retrieved from the data source with the whole 
record, but only when you explicitly access them.

AdFldUpdatable 4 Indicates that you can write to the field.

AdFldUnknownUpdatable 
##

8 Indicates that the provider cannot determine if you can 
write to the field.
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ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE never returns the values adFldRowVersion 
and adFldCacheDeferred

Example
The following code example sets the constants for the Attributes property.

Const adFldMayDefer = 2
Const adFldUpdatable = 4
Const adFldUnknownUpdatable = 8
Const adFldFixed = 16
Const adFldIsNullable = 32
Const adFldMayBeNull = 64
Const adFldLong = 128
Const adFldRowID = 256

Dim rs, n
Set rs = CreateObject ("oladoce.recordset")
rs.Open "table1"
For n = 0 to rs.Fields.Count -1
MsgBox rs.Fields(n).Attributes
Next

3.6.3 DefinedSize
This property is used to determine the data capacity of a Field object. It returns the 
defined size of the field in characters. It can be compared with ActualSize, which 
returns the size in bytes.

AdFldFixed 16 Indicates that the field contains fixed-length data. This 
is set for all data types except adVarWChar, 
adLongVarWChar, adVarBinary, and adLongVarbinary.

AdFldIsNullable 32 Indicates that the field accepts NULL values.

AdFldMayBeNull 64 Indicates that you can read NULL values from the field.

adFldLong ## 128 Indicates that the field is a long binary field, or that you 
can use the AppendChunk and GetChunk methods.

adFldRowID ## 256 Indicates that the field contains a record identifier, such 
as record number, unique identifier, and so forth.

Return Value Value Description
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Syntax
var = field.DefinedSize

Return Values
Returns a number that specifies the maximum length of the field.

Comments
ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE supports two string types, strings with less 
than 256 characters and memo strings of up to 32,733 Unicode characters. These 
lengths are set when the table is created and are enforced when setting data. For 
strings less than 256 characters, DefinedSize returns the length specified when the 
table was created. For text fields that have undefined length, DefinedSize returns 
the maximum number of characters the field can hold, 32,733 Unicode characters.

The DefinedSize and ActualSize properties are different. For example, a Field object 
with a declared type of 202 (adVarWChar) and a maximum length of 50 characters 
returns a DefinedSize property value of 50, but the ActualSize property value it 
returns is the number of bytes of data stored in the field for the current record. This 
may be longer than the defined size because adVarWChar characters take two bytes 
per character.

3.6.4 Name
This property returns name of a field. This property is read-only.

Syntax
var =field.Name 

Return Values
Returns a String value that specifies a name.

Comments
Field names can not be longer than 64 characters.

Example
Dim rs, n
Set rs = CreateObject ("oladoce.recordset")
rs.Open "table1"
For n = 0 to rs.Fields.Count -1
MsgBox rs.Fields(n).Name
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Next

3.6.5 Type
This property indicates the datatype of a Field object. This property is read-only.

Syntax
var = field.Type 

Return Values
One of the values described in the following table is returned.

Table 3–20 Type Return Values

ActiveX Data Objects for the desktop computer allows other values for Type, but 
these are neither supported nor ever returned by ActiveX Data Objects for Windows 
CE.

Example
The following code example sets the constants for the Type property.

Constants Value Description

adVarWChar 202 Null-terminated Unicode character string of <256 
characters

adLongVarWChar 203 Null-terminated Unicode character string

adVarBinary 204 Binary value of <256 bytes

adLongVarBinary 205 Binary value of <=65469 (4096*16 - 3) bytes

adInteger 3 4-byte signed integer

adSmallInt 2 2-byte signed integer

adDouble 5 Double-precision floating point value

adDate 7 Date value

adUnsignedSmallInt 18 2-byte unsigned integer

adUnsignedInt 19 4-byte unsigned integer

adBoolean 11 Boolean True/False value

adDouble 5 Double precision floating point number
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Const adVarWChar = 202
Const adLongVarWChar = 203
Const adVarBinary = 204
Const adLongVarBinary = 205
Const adInteger = 3
Const adSmallInt  = 2
Const adDouble = 5
Const adDate = 7
Const adUnsignedSmallInt = 18
Const adUnsignedInt  = 19
Const adBoolean = 11
Const adDouble = 5

Dim rs, n
Set rs = CreateObject ("oladoce.recordset")
rs.Open "table1"
For n = 0 to rs.Fields.Count -1
MsgBox rs.Fields(n).Type
Next

3.6.6 UnderlyingValue
This property indicates a Field object’s current value in the database.

Syntax
var = field.UnderlyingValue

Return Values
Returns a Variant value.

Comments
Use the UnderlyingValue property to return the current field value from the 
database. 

The OriginalValue property is not supported in ActiveX Data Objects for Windows 
CE.

3.6.7 Value
This property indicates the value assigned to a Field object.
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Syntax
var = field.Value 

Return Value
Returns a Variant value. The default value depends on the Type property.

Comments
Use the Value property to set or return data from Field objects. 

ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE allows setting and returning long binary 
data with the Value property.

3.7 Recordset Object Collection
The Recordset object has one collection, Fields. There is no corresponding collection 
for indexes.

3.7.1 Fields
The Fields collection contains a Field object for each column in the Recordset. You 
can refer to a particular field by name or by index. The Fields collection supports 
the Count property.

The following code example shows how to use the Fields collection to get all the 
field names from the MyTable table.

Dim rs, n
Set rs = CreateObject("oladoce.recordset")
rs.open "MyTable"
For n = 0 to rs.Fields.Count -1
Msgbox rs.Fields(n).Name
Next

3.8 SQL and Database Reference
ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE supports all Oracle Lite database for 
Windows CE SQL syntax except for:

■ a semi-column at the end of a statement

■ a single word statement, such as commit or rollback
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The following table lists the ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE system tables 
that are not supported by Oracle Lite database ActiveX Data Objects for Windows 
CE.

Table 3–21 ADOCE System Tables

3.9 Error Messages
Oracle Lite database ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE maps possible ActiveX 
Data Objects for Windows CE errors for its own use.

ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE can generate ActiveX Data Objects errors 
and SQL errors. ActiveX Data Objects errors occur when the methods and 
properties of the control are used improperly. SQL errors are generated when there 
is a problem with the SQL statements used in the Open method.

Errors have a number and associated error text. The text is retrieved using the 
Description property of the Err object. There is no Helpfile or HelpContext 
information.

Errors are caught by using the On Error Resume Next statement along with inline 
error trapping. To trap errors inline, check the Err object after performing an 
operation to see if Err.Number is nonzero. Using the error code returned in 
Err.Number, you can handle each error appropriately, whether it is an SQL error or 
an ActiveX Data Objects error.

3.9.1 ActiveX Data Objects Errors
The following table lists the ActiveX Data Objects error values.

Table Description

MsysTables All the tables known to ActiveX Data Objects for Windows CE 
and their characteristics.

MsysIndexes All the indexes for all the tables known to ActiveX Data Objects 
for Windows CE.

MsysFields All the fields for all the tables known to ActiveX Data Objects for 
Windows CE.

MsysProcs Stored SQL statements that can be executed by name.
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Table 3–22 ADOCE Errors

3.9.2 SQL Errors
The following table lists the types of SQL errors you may encounter. The error 
values in the table are hexadecimal and can be shown in your code by using 
Hex(Err.Number).

Error Value Description

adErrInvalidArgument 3001 The application is using arguments that are of the 
wrong type, are out of acceptable range, or are in 
conflict with one another.

AdErrNoCurrentRecord 3021 Either BOF or EOF is True, or the current record 
has been deleted. The operation requested by the 
application requires a current record.

AdErrIllegalOperation 3219 The operation requested by the application is not 
allowed in this context.

AdErrFeatureNotAvailable 3251 The operation requested by the application is not 
supported by the provider.

AdErrItemNotFound 3265 ActiveX Data Objects could not find the object in 
the collection corresponding to the name or ordinal 
reference requested by the application.

adErrObjectNotSet 3420 The object referenced by the application no longer 
points to a valid object.

adErrDataConversion 3421 The application is using a value of the wrong type 
for the current operation.

adErrObjectClosed 3704 The operation requested by the application is not 
allowed if the object is closed.

adErrObjectOpen 3705 The operation requested by the application is not 
allowed if the object is open.

AdErrProviderNotFound 3706 ActiveX Data Objects could not find the specified 
provider.

AdErrInvalidConnection 3709 The connection string you specified is invalid.
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Table 3–23 SQL Errors

Error Value Description Explanation

DB_E_
CANTCONVERTVALUE

80040
E07

Cannot convert type, 
“constant”.

A literal value in the 
command text could not be 
converted to the type of the 
associated column for reasons 
other than data overflow. The 
error string should contain 
the offending constant.

DB_E_DATAOVERFLOW 80040
E57

Constant value 
“constant” 
overflowed.

A literal value in the 
command text overflowed the 
type specified by the 
associated column. The error 
string should contain the 
offending constant. 

DB_E_
ERRORSINCOMMAND

80040
E14

Incorrect syntax near 
“token.”

The command text contained 
one or more errors, typically a 
syntax error or unexpected 
keyword. The error string 
should contain the 
unexpected token.

E_OUTOFMEMORY 80070
00E

Out of memory. Out of memory.

DB_E_NOTABLE 80040
E37

Table “table” does 
not exist.

The specified table does not 
exist. The error string should 
contain the erroneous table 
name.

DB_E_BADCOLUMNID 80040
E11

Field “field” does 
not exist.

A specified column did not 
exist. The error string should 
contain the erroneous field 
name.

DB_E_DUPLICATETABLEID 80040
E3F

Table “table” already 
exists.

The specified table already 
exists in the current data 
source. 

DB_E_DUPLICATEINDEXID 80040
E34

Index “index” 
already exists.

The specified index already 
exists in the current data 
source object.

DB_E_NOINDEX 80040
E35

Index “index” does 
not exist.

The specified index does not 
exist in the current data 
source or did not apply to the 
specified table. 
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DB_E_
DUPLICATECOLUMNID

80040
E3E

Field “field” already 
exists.

A field name was the same in 
two or more elements.

DB_E_NOCOMMAND 80040
E0C

N/A No command has been set.

DB_E_BADBOOKMARK 80040
E0E

N/A Invalid bookmark.

DB_E_DELETEDROW 80040
E23

N/A Row is deleted. 

DB_E_
CANTFETCHBACKWARDS

80040
E24

N/A A forward only cursor cannot 
read backwards. 

DB_E_FIELDDIFFERENT 80040
E41

Invalid field 
comparison near 
“%1!s.”

Two fields of different type 
were being compared. 

DB_E_FIELDMAXEXCEED 80040
E42

Exceeded maximum 
columns in table 
near “%1!s.”

An attempt was made to use 
more than the maximum 
number of columns per table.

Error Value Description Explanation
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Using the Packaging W
4

Using the Packaging Wizard

This document discusses the Packaging Wizard utility of the Mobile Development 
Kit. Topics include:

■ Packaging Wizard Overview

■ Starting the Packaging Wizard

■ Naming New Applications

■ Listing Application Files

■ Entering Database Information

■ Defining Snapshots For Replication

■ Completing the Application

4.1 Packaging Wizard Overview
The Packaging Wizard is a graphical tool that you can use to perform the following:

■ Create a new Mobile Server application for the Windows platform.

■ Edit an existing Mobile Server application.

When you create a new Mobile Server application, you define its components and 
publish them to the Mobile Server repository. In some cases you may want to edit the 
definition of an existing Mobile Server application’s components. For example, if you 
develop a new version of your application, you can use the Packaging Wizard to 
update your application definition. The Packaging Wizard also enables you to 
package application components in a .jar file. 
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Starting the Packaging Wizard
4.2 Starting the Packaging Wizard
To launch the Packaging Wizard, type the following from a DOS prompt:

wtgpack

The Packaging Wizard appears and defaults to the Welcome panel. The Welcome 
panel enables users to create, edit, or open a packaged application using the 
following features:

Table 4–1 Welcome Panel Options

Figure 4–1 Welcome Panel

Feature Description

Create a new application When selected, this option enables users to define a new 
application.

Edit an existing 
application

When selected, this option enables users to edit a existing 
application. Users can select an existing application from the 
adjacent drop-down list.

Open a packaged 
application

When selected, this option enables users to select an application 
that has been packaged as a .jar file. Users can enter the name of 
the packaged application in the adjacent field or select the 
application using the Browse button.
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4.3 Naming New Applications
Use the Application panel to name the Mobile Server application and to specify 
where you want to store it on the Mobile Server server. This panel includes the 
following fields:

Table 4–2 Application Panel Options

Field Description Required

Application Name The name of the Windows application. Yes

Virtual Path A path that is mapped from the root directory of the server 
repository to the Web-to-Go application itself. The virtual 
path eliminates the need to refer to the application’s entire 
directory structure. It also provides the application with a 
unique identity.

Yes

Description A brief description of the Windows application. Yes

Application 
Classpath

Class directories separated by semicolons (;). Web-to-Go 
searches for application classes in the order specified here.

No

Default Page The server location of the Web page that functions as the 
Web-to-Go application’s entry point. This is a relative path 
to the Repository Directory. For example, if the server 
directory is /apps and the default page is index.html, then 
Default Page is /apps/index.htm. The default page can be 
a servlet. A generic page is issued if the user does not 
specify a default page.

No

Local Application 
Directory

The directory on the local machine that contains all of the 
components for this application. You can type this location 
or select it by clicking the Browse button.

No

Icon The GIF image the Mobile Server application uses as its 
icon in the Mobile Server workspace. Users may enter the 
icon name in the adjacent field or select an icon file using 
the Browse button.

No
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Listing Application Files
Figure 4–2 Application Panel

4.3.1 Naming Platform Files
The Local Application Directory is required. Windows application files must be 
placed in a subdirectory named "win32".

4.4 Listing Application Files
Use the Files panel list your application files and to specify where they are located 
on the local machine. The Packaging Wizard analyzes the contents of the Local 
Application Directory and displays each file’s local path. The panel contains the 
following field: 

Table 4–3 Files Panel Options

Field Description Required

Local Path The absolute path of each Mobile Server application file. 
Each entry on the list includes the complete path of the 
individual file or directory.

Yes
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Listing Application Files
Figure 4–3 Files Panel

You can add, remove, or load any of the files listed in the Files panel. If you are 
creating a new application, the Packaging Wizard automatically analyzes and loads 
all files listed under the local directory when you proceed to the Files panel. If you 
are editing an existing application, then you can use the Load button to load 
individual files.

4.4.1 Sorting
You can sort the files by their extensions or by the directory in which they are 
located. To sort files, click the By Extension or By Directory radio buttons. 

Sort files: ■ by Extension - Displays files alphabetically by 
extension.

■ by Directory - Displays files alphabetically by 
directory.

Field Description Required
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Entering Database Information
4.4.2 Filters
When you click the Load button, the Input dialog box appears. You can use the 
Input dialog box to create a comma-separated list of filters that either include or 
exclude application files from the upload process. To exclude a file, type a preceding 
minus sign (-) before the file name. For example, to load all files but exclude files 
with the .dll and .exe suffixes, type the following:

*,-*.dll, -*.exe

Figure 4–4 Filter Dialog Panel

4.5 Entering Database Information
Use the Database panel to specify the database on the Oracle server. The panel 
includes the following fields and check boxes: 

Table 4–4 Database Panel Options

Field Description Required

Database User 
Name

The user name for the Mobile Server database used by the 
application to synchronize the data. The default is 
"master."

Yes

Numbr of 
Connections

The number of concurrent connections the Web-to-Go 
application can have to the Mobile Server.

No

Share Connections When checked, multiple servlets can share the same 
database connection. Sharing connections among multiple 
servlets enables servlets to avoid exceeding Oracle’s 
maximum number of available concurrent connections. 
However, when one servlet performs a commit, it 
automatically affects any others that share its connection.

No
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Defining Snapshots For Replication
Figure 4–5 Database Tab Screen

4.6 Defining Snapshots For Replication
Use the Snapshots panel to create replication snapshots for your application. A 
snapshot must be unique across all applications. One way to accomplish this is to 
modify your snapshot names by preceding them with your application name. The 
Packaging Wizard allows you to create snapshots for the following platforms:

■ Win32

■ Palm

■ EPOC

■ Windows CE

Database Name The name of the database you are connecting to on the 
Mobile Client device. This should be the name used in 
your application.

Yes

Field Description Required
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Defining Snapshots For Replication
 The panel includes the following fields:

Table 4–5 Snapshot Parameters

Field Description Required

Name The name(s) of the snapshot(s) associated with 
the Mobile Server application. This name must be 
the same as database table on the Oracle Lite 
database.

Yes

Template Lists available snapshot templates. The template 
is a SQL statement that is used to create the 
snapshot. The template may contain variables. 
After you publish the template to the Mobile 
Server server, you can specify user-specific 
template variables using the Mobile Server 
Control Center. However, you cannot modify 
snapshot template in the Mobile Server Control 
Center.

Yes

Platform The platform for the snapshot. Users can create 
snapshots for different platforms. When users 
synchronize data from the client, they get only 
the snapshots appropriate to the platform 
running the client application. 

Yes

Weight This is a positive integer value which determines 
the synchronization order of database tables. For 
tables with a "master"/ "detail" relationship, the 
master table must have a lower weight so that is 
is replicated before the detail table. See 
Section 2.3.7.3, "Using Table Weight" for more 
information.

Yes
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Defining Snapshots For Replication
Figure 4–6 Snapshots Panel

All Platforms A drop-down list of the platforms of the current 
snapshots. The drop-down list may include all of 
the following platforms:

■ Win32

■ Palm

■ EPOC 

■ Windows CE

Selecting a platform from the drop-down list 
displays only the snapshots for that platform in 
the Snapshots panel. For example, selecting 
Win32 from the All Platforms drop-down list 
displays only Win32-based snapshots. Selecting 
the All Platforms option from the drop-down 
displays all snapshots by the platforms currently 
in use. The drop-down list displays additional 
platforms as users add new snapshots. 

No

Field Description Required
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You can add or remove snapshots from the Snapshots panel by clicking the New or 
Delete button. You can also import or edit snapshots.

4.6.1 Creating New Snapshots
To create new snapshots, click the New button. The New Snapshots table appears.

Figure 4–7 New Snapshot Panel

Create a new snapshot by modifying the following features of the New Snapshot 
screen:

Note: You can import multiple snapshots from the Snapshots 
panel or import one when you create a new table from the New 
Table Dialog box.
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Defining Snapshots For Replication
Table 4–6 New Snapshot Panel Options

4.6.2 Importing Snapshots
To import snapshots from an Oracle8i database or an Oracle Lite database, click the 
Import button. The database connection window appears if you have not specified 
a connection. 

Feature Description

Name The name of the new table on the server.

Platform A row of tabs displays the device platforms for the 
snapshot. Currently, Mobile Server supports the 
following platforms:

■ Win32

■ Palm

■ EPOC 

■ Windows CE

Generate SQL When selected, the Packaging Wizard will collect 
information that is output to a SQL script that enables 
you to create a database table.

Weight Allows you to set the table weight for this table. Table 
weight is used to resolve conflicts when synchronizing. 
See Section 2.3.7.3, "Using Table Weight" for more 
information.

SQL Displays the SQL statement that defines the named 
table. You can modify this statement.

Note: Once you have specified a database connection it is used for 
the remainder of your Packaging Wizard session. If you need to 
switch between an Oracle8i and Oracle Lite database but have 
alread established a connection you must quit the Packaging 
Wizard application completely and run wtgpack.exe again.
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Defining Snapshots For Replication
Figure 4–8 Database Connection Panel

Enter the user name, password, and database URL for the Oracle8i database from 
which you are importing your snapshot(s). The Tables window appears.

Figure 4–9 Table Selection Panel

Select the schema from which you want to import your table(s), and then select the 
table(s). Click Add and then click Close. The table appears in the Snapshots panel of 
the Packaging Wizard.

Note: Use the following format when entering the database URL 
for an Oracle8i database: jdbc:oracle:thin:@o8host:o8 port:SID. For 
example, jdbc:oracle:thin:@o8-db:1521:orcl. For Oracle Lite, use 
jdbc:polite:webtogo.
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4.6.3 Editing Snapshots
To edit a snapshot, select the snapshot from the Snapshots panel and click Edit. The 
Edit Table window appears.

Figure 4–10 Edit Snapshots Panel

Edit the snapshot by modifying the following features of the Edit Table window:

Table 4–7 Edit Snapshots Panel Options

Feature Description

Platform A row of tabs displays the device platforms for the 
snapshot:

■ Win32

■ Palm

■ EPOC 

■ Windows CE
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Completing the Application
4.7 Completing the Application
When you complete all of the Packaging Wizard panels, the Application Definition 
Completed window appears with the following options:

■ Create Files

■ Publish the current application

■ Restart Wizard

Create on Client When selected, the check box allows you to perform the 
following:

■ Create an updateable snapshot

■ Create a snapshot template. Administrators can 
instantiate variables after different users to this 
template using the Mobile Server Control Center.

Updateable When selected, this check box creates an updateable 
snapshot of the named table on the Mobile Server table.

Template Displays the snapshot template for the named table. 
You can modify the snapshot template. Administrators 
can instantiate variables for different users to this 
template using the Mobile Server Control Center. See 
Section 4.6, "Defining Snapshots For Replication" for 
more information about template variables.

Feature Description
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Completing the Application
Figure 4–11 Application Definition Panel

4.7.1 The XML File
The Packaging Wizard automatically outputs all of your application information to 
an XML file. The Packaging Wizard retains the XML file on the local machine and 
provides you with the option of publishing it to the Mobile Server, among others. 
You can only publish the XML file to the Mobile Server when the server is running.

4.7.2 Creating JAR Files
The Create Files option allows you to package your application components in a .jar 
file. To package your application components in a .jar file, click Create Files, and 
then click "Package applications in a JAR file". You are prompted to specify the 
location for the .jar file. 

4.7.3 Creating SQL Files
To generate SQL scripts, click Create Files, and then click "Generate SQL scripts for 
database objects". The generated script will be placed in a SQL subdirectory under 
the application’s local root directory. The SQL scripts, which make use of the 
information you supplied about the server-side table, sequences, and DDLs, can be 
executed on the database to create these database objects.
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4.7.4 Restarting the Packaging Wizard
The Restart Wizard option enables you to restart the Packaging Wizard. Using this 
option returns you to the Welcome panel of the Packaging Wizard. To restart the 
Packaging Wizard, click Restart Wizard and then click OK.

4.7.5 Publishing the Application
The Publish Current Application option enables you to publish the application that 
you created and defined in the Packaging Wizard. To publish the Mobile Server 
application, click the Publish Current Application button and then click OK. The 
Publish Application window appears.

Figure 4–12 Publish Application Window

Enter the required information in the specified fields of the Publish Application 
window.

Table 4–8 Publish Application Window Options

Field Description Required

Mobile Server URL The Mobile Server server’s URL including the server 
name and port number. The server name and port 
number have the following format: 

http://mobileserver/webtogo/:port. Port 80 is the default 
port. 

Yes

Mobile Server 
Username

The name of the Mobile Server user. Yes
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4.7.6 Editing Applications
You can edit applications by launching the Packaging Wizard and selecting "Edit an 
existing application." Although you can manually create or edit applications by 
writing or modifying an XML document that conforms to Mobile Server’s DTD file, 
for best results, you should use the Packaging Wizard to create or modify 
applications.

Mobile Server 
Password

The password for the Mobile Server user. Yes

Repository Directory The location of the Mobile Server repository on the 
Mobile Server server. The Packaging Wizard publishes 
your application files to this directory and maintains 
the directory structure on the local application 
directory.

Yes

Public Select this to have this application published as a public 
application. All users have access to public 
applications.

Note: You must have the publish privilege to publish applications 
to the Mobile Server server. The Mobile Server administrator assigns 
privileges using the Mobile Server Control Center.

Field Description Required
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A

Mobile Server System Catalog Views

This document is a reference to the Mobile Server system catalog views which are 
part of the Mobile Admin schema which is installed as part of Mobile Server. The 
Mobile Admin schema is not part of the Mobile Development Kit.

 The views are read-only and should not be modified. The views include:

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_CLIENTS

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATIONS

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_SUBSCRIPTIONS

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_SEQUENCES

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_SEQUENCE_PARTITIONS

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATION_ITEMS_ADDED

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATION_ITEMS

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATION_INDEXES

■ "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_SUBSCRIPTION_PARAMS

A.1 "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_CLIENTS
This view provides information about Mobile Server clients, columns include:

Table A–1 ALL_CLIENTS Parameters

Column Datatype Null Description

CLIENT VARCHAR2(30) The Mobile Server client.
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"MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATIONS
A.2 "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATIONS
This view provides information about Mobile Server publications, columns include:

Table A–2 ALL_PUBLICATIONS Parameters

A.3 "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_SUBSCRIPTIONS
This view provides information about Mobile Server subscriptions, columns 
include:

Table A–3 ALL_SUBSCRIPTIONS Parameters

A.4 "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_SEQUENCES
This view provides information about Mobile Server sequences, columns include:

LASTREFRESH_
STARTTIME

VARCHAR2(19) The start time of the last refresh.

LASTREFRESH_
ENDTIME

VARCHAR2(19) The end time of the last refresh.

Column Datatype Null Description

NAME VARCHAR2(30) The publication name.

TYPE VARCHAR2(40) The publication type.

NAME_TEMPLATE VARCHAR2(30) The snapshot name template.

ENFORCE_RI CHAR(1) NOT NULL Reserved.

Column Datatype Null Description

CLIENT VARCHAR2(30) The subscription’s clients.

PUBLICATION VARCHAR2(30) The subscription’s publication.

INSTANTIATED CHAR(1) A Boolean value that indicates whether 
the subscription is instantiated.

Column Datatype Null Description
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"MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATION_ITEMS_ADDED
Table A–4 ALL_SEQUENCES Parameters

A.5  "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_SEQUENCE_PARTITIONS
This view provides information about Mobile Server sequence partitions, columns 
include:

Table A–5 ALL_SEQUENCE_PARTITIONS Parameters

A.6 "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATION_ITEMS_ADDED
This view provides information about Mobile Server publication items added to 
publications, columns include:

Table A–6 ALL_PUBLICATION_ITEMS_ADDED Parameters

Column Datatype Null Description

NAME VARCHAR2(30) The sequence name.

Column Datatype Null Description

CLIENT VARCHAR2(30) The client to which the sequence is 
assigned.

NAME VARCHAR2(30) The sequence name.

CURR_VALUE  NUMBER(38) The current sequence value.

INCREMENT_BY NUMBER(38) The sequence’s increment value. The 
sequence increments by this number.

Column Datatype Null Description

PUB_NAME VARCHAR2(30) The publication name.

ITEM_NAME VARCHAR2(30) The publication item name.

OWNER VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL The base object owner.

OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL The base object name.

TEXT VARCHAR2(2048) NOT NULL The select statement.

UPDATABLE VARCHAR2(1) The updatable option. 

REFRESH_METHOD CHAR(1) NOT NULL The refresh method. Options include 
fast refresh and complete refresh.
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A.7  "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATION_ITEMS
This view provides information about Mobile Server publication items, columns 
include:

Table A–7 ALL_PUBLICATION_ITEMS Parameters

A.8 "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_PUBLICATION_INDEXES
This view provides information about Mobile Server publication indexes, columns 
include:

Table A–8 ALL_PUBLICATION_INDEXES Parameters

WINNING_RULE VARCHAR2(30) The winning rules option for resolving 
replication conflicts. Options include 
"client wins" and "server wins".

Column Datatype Null Description

NAME VARCHAR2(30) The publication item name.

OWNER VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL The owner of the publication item’s base 
object.

OBJECT_NAME VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL The name of the base object.

TEXT VARCHAR2(2048) NOT NULL The select statement.

REFRESH_METHOD CHAR(1) NOT NULL The refresh method. Options include 
fast refresh and complete refresh.

Column Datatype Null Description

NAME VARCHAR2(30) The index name.

PUB_ITEM VARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL The publication item name.

INDX_TYPE CHAR(1) NOT NULL The index type.

COLUMN_LIST VARCHAR2(2048) NOT NULL The column list.

Column Datatype Null Description
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A.9 "MOBILEADMIN".CV$ALL_SUBSCRIPTION_PARAMS
This view provides information about Mobile Server subscription parameters, 
columns include:

Table A–9 ALL_SUBSCRIPTIONS_PARAMS Parameters

Column Datatype Null Description

NAME VARCHAR2(30) The publication name.

CLIENT VARCHAR2(30) The client.

PARAM_NAME VARCHAR2(30) The parameter name.

PARAM_VALUE VARCHAR2(30) The parameter value.
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B

Oracle Lite Utilities

This document describes how to use the following Oracle Lite database utilities. 
The utility names are in alphabetical order:

Table B–1 Tools and Utilities

B.1 CREATEDB

Description
Utility for creating a database.

Syntax
CREATEDB DataSourceName DatabaseName [VolID]

Utility Description

CREATEDB Use this to create Oracle Lite databases.

DECRYPDB Use this to decrypt your Oracle Lite database.

ENCRYPDB Use this to encrypt your Oracle Lite database.

Mobile SQL Mobile SQL is a GUI interface that allows you to connect to 
Oracle Lite databases.

ODBINFO Use this utility to find out the version number and volume ID 
of an Oracle Lite database.

REMOVEDB Use this to remove Oracle Lite databases.
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DECRYPDB
Key Words and Parameters
DataSourceName
Data source name, used to look up the ODBC.INI file for the default database 
directory.

DatabaseName
Name of the database to be created. It can be a full path name or just the database 
name. If only the database name is given, the database is created under the Data 
Directory for the data source name specified in the ODBC.INI file. The extension 
for the database name must always be .ODB. If a name without the .ODB is given, 
the .ODB is appended.

VolID
When specified, the VolID is used as the database ID, instead of the database ID 
from the POLITE.INI file. The ID must be unique for each database.

Examples
createdb polite db1
createdb polite c:\testdir\db2.odb 300

B.2 DECRYPDB

Description
This tool allows you to decrypt an encrypted Oracle Lite database. See Section B.3, 
"ENCRYPDB" for more information.

Syntax
DECRYPDB DSN | NONE DBName [Password

Note: If you specify an invalid DSN, Oracle Lite ignores the DSN 
and creates the database in the current directory. To access this 
database through ODBC, you must create a DSN for the database 
that points to the directory in which the database resides. 
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ENCRYPDB
Key Words and Parameters
DSN
Data source name of the Oracle Lite database that you want to decrypt. If you 
specify NONE, DBName has to be entered with the full path name (without the 
.ODB extension).

DBName
Name of the database to be decrypted. If DSN was specified as NONE, DBName 
must be entered with the full path name.

Password
Optional. The password used previously to encrypt the Oracle Lite database. If you 
do not enter the password, DECRYPDB prompts you to enter it. 

Comments
An Oracle Lite database cannot be decrypted if there is any open connection to the 
database.

If you call this utility from another program, the return is:

Table B–2 DECRYPDB Return Codes

See the comments in Section B.3, "ENCRYPDB" for more information.

B.3 ENCRYPDB

Description
This tool allows you to encrypt an Oracle Lite database with a password and to 
change a database password. The password prevents unauthorized access to the 

Return Code Description

EXIT_SUCCESS Success.

EXIT_USAGE Command line arguments are not properly used or are in 
error.

EXIT_PATH_TOO_LONG Path is too long.

EXIT_SYSCALL I/O error while making new decrypted copy on disk.

EXIT_BAD_PASSWD Incorrect password supplied.
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ENCRYPDB
database and encrypts the database, so that the data stored in the database files 
cannot be interpreted. See Section B.2, "DECRYPDB" for more information. 

Syntax
ENCRYPDB DSN | NONE DBName [New_Passwdor [Old_Passwdor]]

Key Words and Parameters
DSN
Data source name of the Oracle Lite database that you want to encrypt. If you 
specify NONE, DBName must be a fully qualified database name with the full path 
name (without the .ODB extension). If dsn is a value other than NONE, then the 
name must appear as a data source name in the ODBC.INI file.

DBName
Name of the database to be encrypted. If DSN was specified as NONE, DBName 
must be entered with the full path name.

New_Passwd and Old_Passwd
Optional, the password (or previously used password) for encrypting the database. 
This password can be 128 characters in length. If you do not enter a password, 
ENCRYPDB prompts you to enter one. Since both passwords are optional in the 
command line to invoke the utility, the command line could have three different 
forms:

■ No password given: if the database is already encrypted, then ENCRYPDB 
assumes that the user is trying to change the password of the database. It 
prompts the user for the old password once and new password twice, and 
encrypts the database using the new password. If the database is not already 
encrypted, ENCRYPDB prompts for the new password twice and encrypts the 
database using this new password.

■ One password given: this password is assumed to be the new password. If the 
database is already encrypted, ENCRYPDB prompts for the old password and 
encrypts the database using the new password.

■ Both passwords given: ENCRYPDB assumes that the first password is the new 
password and the second is the old password. 

Comments
If you call this utility from another program, the return is:
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Table B–3 ENCRYPDB Return Codes

The default Oracle Lite database (POLITE.ODB) is not encrypted. After encrypting 
an Oracle Lite database every user that attempts to establish a connection to the 
encrypted Oracle Lite database must provide the valid password. If the password is 
not provided, Oracle Lite returns an error. An Oracle Lite database cannot be 
encrypted if there is any open connection to the database.

You should consider the following when encrypting and decrypting Oracle Lite 
databases:

■ You cannot decrypt an encrypted database without the password. Make sure 
you back up your database in a secure place before you encrypt it.

■ Do not run ENCRYPDB while other Oracle Lite applications are running. You 
receive an error if there are other applications connected to the database file.

■ After encrypting the database, you must include the password in the connect 
string to connect to the database.

■ A password encrypts the entire database. It is not a user-specific password.

■ Database encryption does not prevent a third party from removing an Oracle 
Lite database. That is, removedb and rmdb remove a database without 
checking the password. Use tools that protect unauthorized users from 
manipulating your file system.

■ ODBC applications that connect to an encrypted Oracle Lite database need to 
specify a valid password. It is customary to prompt for the password at runtime 
rather than to code it in the application. Most ODBC applications can use the 
SQLDriverConnect function with the DRIVER= option, rather than the 
SQLConnect function, if the applications require the Oracle Lite ODBC driver 
to prompt for the password at runtime.

Return Code Description

EXIT_SUCCESS Success.

EXIT_USAGE Command line arguments are not properly used or are in 
error.

EXIT_PATH_TOO_LONG Path is too long.

EXIT_SYSCALL I/O error while making new encrypted copy on disk.

EXIT_BAD_PASSWD Incorrect password supplied.
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Mobile SQL
■ All sample applications provided with this release of Oracle Lite are designed 
to run against a database that is not encrypted.

■ You can use DECRYPDB and ENCRYPDB (in this order) to change the password 
of a database. However, DECRYPDB creates an Oracle Lite database in plain text 
before ENCRYPDB encrypts it. This results in a database in plain text form, for a 
short period of time, and is not recommended.

■ For encrypted databases, all user names and passwords are written to a file 
named DSN.OPW. Each user can then use the password as a "key" to unlock the 
.OPW file before the .ODB file is accessed. When you copy or back up the 
database, you should include the .OPW file.

B.4 Mobile SQL
Mobile SQL is an application that allows the user to execute SQL statements against 
the local database. It is both a developers tool and a code example. It allows you to 
access functionality provided by the ODBC and Oracle Lite OKAPI interfaces of the 
underlying Oracle Lite database engine. 

B.4.1 Database Access 
Mobile SQL accesses the database through both the ODBC and OKAPI interface. 
Most functions are performed through ODBC, but functions that ODBC cannot 
handle are implemented using OKAPI function calls.

B.4.2 Starting Mobile SQL
Mobile SQL is started by opening the Oracle_Home\Mobile\SDK\wince, select the 
folder representing the version Windows CE, then the processor on your device. 
Double-click on the mSQL.exe file. This starts the GUI which accepts standard SQL 
commands. For more information see the Oracle9i Lite SQL Reference.

B.5 ODBINFO

Description
You can use ODBINFO to find out the version number and volume ID of an Oracle 
Lite database. ODBINFO can also display and set several parameters.
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ODBINFO
Syntax
To display current information without making any changes use the syntax:

odbinfo [-p passwd] DSN DBName 

You can also use:

odbinfo [-p passwd] NONE dbpath\dbname.odb

For example:

odbinfo -p tiger polite polite
odbinfo NONE c:\orant\oldb40\polite.odb

If your database is encrypted you need to include the password.

To set or clear options, use one or more "+" or "-" option arguments before the DSN 
or NONE. For example:

odbinfo +reuseoid -pagelog -fsync polite polite

Parameters
You can use the following parameters with the ODBINFO utility:

Table B–4 ODBInfo Parameters

Parameter Description

pagelog By default, a commit backs up modified database pages to filename.plg 
before actually writing the changes to filename.ODB. If an application or 
the operating system experiences a failure during a commit, the transaction 
is cleanly rolled back during the next connect. If -pagelog is specified, no 
backup is created and the database can become corrupted if a failure 
occurs.
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ODBINFO
fsync Oracle Lite generally forces the operating system to write all the modified 
buffers associated with the database back to disk during a commit. If this 
option is disabled (-fsync), the operating system can keep the changes in 
memory until a later time. If the system (but not the application) crashes 
before the buffers are flushed, the database can become corrupted.

Using odbinfo -fsync -pagelog improves the performance of 
applications that use many small transactions (with autocommit on) or 
ones with massive updates. However, if the database is corrupted, there is 
no straightforward way to repair it or recover the data. Therefore these two 
options should only be cleared during initial loading of the database, if (1) 
the .ODB file is backed up on regular basis, or (2) the data in the database 
can be recovered from some other source.

Using this option has no effect on applications that seldom update the 
database. Setting the transaction isolation level to SINGLE USER has more 
impact in this case.

reuseoid By default, Oracle Lite does not reuse the ROWID of any row that exists in 
a table until the table is dropped. The "Slot Deleted" error is returned when 
accessing a deleted object. This uses two bytes of storage for each deleted 
object, causing performance and disk space usage to degrade over time if 
rows are constantly inserted and deleted.

If you use odbinfo +reuseoid, new rows can reuse ROWIDs of 
previously deleted rows. However, this may not free all the space in a table 
that already has many deleted objects. For best results, you should set this 
option immediately after you create your database.

This option is safe for pure relational applications. However, SQL 
applications that use ROWID and JAC/OKAPI applications that use direct 
pointers between objects need to verify that all references to an object are 
set to NULL before the object is deleted. Otherwise, dangling references 
may eventually point to some other, unrelated object.

compress This option (which is "on" by default) enables run-length compression of 
objects. Run-length compression takes very little CPU time, so you should 
only deselect (-compress) this option if:

■ Operating system-level file compression is used, such as DriveSpace or 
a NTFS compressed attribute. In this case not compressing the same 
data twice provides a better compression ratio.

■ Most objects in the database are frequently updated to a highly 
compressible state (for example, all columns set to NULL), and the 
data cannot be compressed well (such as binary columns with random 
data). In these cases, using this option (+compress) can result in 
highly fragmented tables.

Changing this option does not compress or decompress any existing 
objects in the database.

Parameter Description
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B.6 REMOVEDB

Description
Utility for deleting a database.

Syntax
REMOVEDB DataSourceName DatabaseName

Key Words and Parameters
DataSourceName
Data source name of the database you want to remove.

DatabaseName
The name of the database to delete. It can be a full path name or just the database 
name. If only the database name is given, the database is deleted from the Data 
Directory for the data source name specified in the ODBC.INI file. 

Comments
Databases removed with REMOVEDB continue to appear in the Oracle8 Navigator. 
If you try to connect to a removed database in the Oracle8 Navigator, you connect to 
the default database instead. It is strongly recommended that you use the Oracle8 
Navigator to remove databases.

Examples
removedb polite db1
removedb polite c:\testdir\db2.odb
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Glossary

Apache Server

The Apache Server is a public domain HTTP server derived from the National 
Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA).

Base Table

A source of data, either a table or a view, that underlies a view. When you access 
data in a view, you are really accessing data from its base tables. 

Connected

Connected is a generic term that refers to users, applications, or devices that are 
connected to a server. The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is "connected" when it is in 
online mode.

Control Center

The Mobile Server Control Center is a Web-based application that runs in the 
browser for easy administration of Web-to-Go applications and users. 
Administrators use the Control Center to perform such functions as granting or 
revoking application access to users or groups, modifying snapshot template 
variables, or deleting applications from Web-to-Go.

Database Object

A database object is a named database structure: a table, view, sequence, index, 
snapshot, or synonym. 

Database Server

The database server is the third tier of the Web-to-Go three-tier Web model. It stores 
the application data.
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Disconnected

Disconnected is a generic term that refers to users, applications, or devices that are 
not connected to a server. The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is "disconnected" when 
it is in offline mode. 

Foreign Key

A foreign key is a column or group of columns in one table or view whose values 
provide a reference to the rows in another table or view. A foreign key generally 
contains a value that matches a primary key value in another table. See also 
"Primary Key".

Index

An index is a database object that provides fast access to individual rows in a table. 
You create an index to accelerate the queries and sorting operations performed 
against the table’s data. You also use indexes to enforce certain constraints on tables, 
such as unique and primary key constraints.

Indexes, once created, are automatically maintained and used for data access by the 
database engine whenever possible.

Integrity Constraint

An integrity constraint is a rule that restricts the values that can be entered into one 
or more columns of a table. 

Java Applets

Java applets are small applications that are executed in the browser that extend the 
functionality of HTML pages by adding dynamic content.

JDBC

JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) is a standard set of java classes providing 
vendor-independent access to relational data. Modeled on ODBC, the JDBC classes 
provide standard features such as simultaneous connections to several databases, 
transaction management, simple queries, manipulation of pre-compiled statements 
with bind variables, and calls to stored procedures. JDBC supports both static and 
dynamic SQL.

JavaServer Pages

JavaServer Pages (JSP) is a technology that enables developers to change a page’s 
layout without altering the page’s underlying content. JSP, which uses HTML and 
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pieces of Java code to combine the presentation of dynamic content with business 
logic. 

Java Servlets

Java servlets are protocol and platform-independent server-side components that 
are written in Java. Java servlets dynamically extend Java-enabled servers and 
provide a general framework for services built using the request-response 
paradigm.

Java Servlet Development Kit

The Java Servlet Development Kit is a tool provided by JavaSoft for developing Java 
servlets. 

Java Web Server Development Kit

The Java Web Server Development Kit 1.0.1 is a JavaSoft tool for developing both 
JavaServer Pages (JSP) and Java servlets.

Join

A relationship established between keys (both primary and foreign) in two different 
tables or views. Joins are used to link tables that have been normalized to eliminate 
redundant data in a relational database. A common type of join links the primary 
key in one table to the foreign key in another table to establish a master-detail 
relationship. A join corresponds to a WHERE clause condition in a SQL statement.

Leapfrog Sequence

The leapfrog sequence is one of two sequence types that Web-to-Go uses in order to 
provide unique primary key values to the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is in 
offline mode. Leapfrog sequences contain a different start value for each client, and 
each sequence increment is set to a larger value than the maximum number of 
clients.

Master-Detail Relationship

A master-detail relationship exists between tables or views in a database when 
multiple rows in one table or view (the detail table or view) are associated with a 
single master row in another table or view (the master table or view).

Master and detail rows are normally joined by a primary key column in the master 
table or view that matches a foreign key column in the detail table or view.

When you change values for the primary key, the application should query a new 
set of detail records, so that values in the foreign key match values in the primary 
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key. For example, if detail records in the EMP table are to be kept synchronized with 
master records in the DEPT table, the primary key in DEPT should be DEPTNO, 
and the foreign key in EMP should be DEPTNO. See also "Primary Key" and 
"Foreign Key".

MIME

MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) is a message format used on the 
Internet to describe the contents of a message. MIME is used by HTTP servers to 
describe the type of file being delivered.

MIME Type

MIME Type is a file format defined by Multipurpose Internet Mail Exension 
(MIME).

Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go

The Mobile Development Kit for Web-to-Go enables application developers to 
develop and debug Web-to-Go applications that consist of Java servlets, JavaServer 
Pages (JSP), or Java applets.

Mobile Server

The Mobile Server resides on the application server tier of the three-tier Web-to-Go 
model and processes requests from the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go to modify data 
in the database server. The Mobile Server can be configured to run with the Oracle 
HTTP Server, the Apache server [[Mobile Server Module for Apache?]], and the 
standalone Mobile Server. 

Mobile Server Repository

The Mobile Server repository is a virtual file system that resides on Oracle8. It is a 
persistent resource repository that contains all application files and definitions of 
the applications.

ODBC

ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) is a Microsoft standard that enables database 
access on different platforms. You can enable ODBC support on the Mobile Client 
for Web-to-Go for troubleshooting purposes. ODBC support enables you to view 
the client’s data, which is stored on a local Oracle Lite database. To view this 
information, you can use SQL*Plus.
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Oracle8

Oracle8 is the database component of the Mobile Server. When the Mobile Client for  
Web-to-Go is in online mode, it stores applications and data on Oracle8.

Oracle Lite

Oracle Lite is the database component of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. When 
the client is in offline mode, it stores applications and data on Oracle Lite.

Offline Mode

Offline mode is the condition of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is 
disconnected from the Mobile Server. In offline mode, the client applications are 
executed locally and data is accessed and stored in Oracle Lite. See also "Online 
Mode".

Online Mode

Online mode is the condition of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is 
connected to the Mobile Server. See also "Offline Mode".

Packaging Wizard

The Packaging Wizard enables administrators to publish Web-to-Go applications to 
the Mobile Server repository. Administrators can use the Packaging Wizard to 
create a new Web-to-Go application or to edit an existing application definition. 
[[This definition needs updating.]]

Positioned DELETE

A positioned DELETE statement deletes the current row of the cursor. Its format is:

DELETE FROM table
   WHERE CURRENT OF cursor_name

Positioned UPDATE

A positioned UPDATE statement updates the current row of the cursor. Its format 
is:

UPDATE table SET set_list
   WHERE CURRENT OF cursor_name

Primary Key

A table’s primary key is a column or group of columns used to uniquely identify 
each row in the table. The primary key provides fast access to the table’s records, 
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and is frequently used as the basis of a join between two tables or views. Only one 
primary key may be defined per table.

To satisfy a PRIMARY KEY constraint, no primary key value can appear in more 
than one row of the table, and no column that is part of the primary key can contain 
a NULL value. 

Publication Item

A publication item is a SQL select statement that specifies which data subset a cli-
ent can access. A publication item usually corresponds to a replica table on the cli-
ent device. You can create publication items using the Mobile Server Admin API. 
This API contains Java functions that implement the publish/subscribe model. You 
can call the functions in this API from within Java programs as standard function 
calls. 

Referential Integrity

Referential integrity is defined as the accuracy of links between tables in a 
master-detail relationship that is maintained when records are added, modified, or 
deleted.

Carefully defined master-detail relationships promote referential integrity. 
Constraints in your database enforce referential integrity at the database (the server 
in a client/server environment). 

The goal of referential integrity is to prevent the creation of an orphan record, which 
is a detail record that has no valid link to a master record. Rules that enforce 
referential integrity prevent the deletion or update of a master record, or the 
insertion or update of a detail record, that creates an orphan record.

Registry

The registry contains unique Web-to-Go name/value pairs. All registry names must 
be unique. 

Replication

Replication is the process of copying and maintaining database objects in multiple 
databases that make up a distributed database system. Changes applied at one site 
are captured and stored locally before being forwarded and applied at each of the 
remote locations. Replication provides users with fast, local access to shared data, 
and protects the availability of applications because alternate data access options 
exist. Even if one site becomes unavailable, users can continue to query or even 
update the remaining locations.
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Replication Conflict

Replication conflicts occur when contradictory changes to the same data are made. 
Web-to-Go avoids replication conflicts by using sequence values for disconnected 
clients.

Schema

A schema is a named collection of database objects, including tables, views, indexes, 
and sequences.

Sequence

A sequence is a schema object that generates sequential numbers. After creating a 
sequence, you can use it to generate unique sequence numbers for transaction 
processing. These unique integers can include primary key values. If a transaction 
generates a sequence number, the sequence is incremented immediately whether 
you commit or roll back the transaction. See also "Window Sequence" and "Leapfrog 
Sequence".

Sites

Web-to-Go creates a database for each user on the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go. This 
database is called a site. A client can contain multiple sites, but only one site per 
user. Users can have multiple sites on different clients.

Snapshots

Snapshots are copies of application data that Web-to-Go captures in realtime from 
the Oracle database and downloads to the client before it goes offline. A snapshot 
can be a copy of an entire database table, or a subset of rows from the table. The first 
time a user goes offline, Web-to-Go automatically creates the snapshots on the client 
machine. Each subsequent time that a user goes online or offline, Web-to-Go either 
refreshes the snapshots with the most recent data, or recreates them depending on 
the complexity of the snapshot.

SQL

SQL, or Structured Query Language, is a non-procedural database access language 
used by most relational database engines. Statements in SQL describe operations to 
be performed on sets of data. When a SQL statement is sent to a database, the 
database engine automatically generates a procedure to perform the specified tasks. 

SQL*Plus

SQL*Plus is a tool that connects to an Oracle Lite database and accesses data. You 
must have ODBC support enabled to use SQL*Plus.
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Switching Modes

Switching modes is the process the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go uses to go offline or 
to go back online. When the client switches to offline mode, it downloads all of the 
applications and data required to work offline on Oracle Lite. When the client 
switches back to online mode synchronizes data changes on Oracle Lite with 
Oracle8.

Synchronization

Synchronization is the process Web-to-Go uses to replicate data between the Mobile 
Client for Web-to-Go and Oracle8. Web-to-Go replicates the user’s applications and 
data to Oracle Lite when the user switches to offline mode. When the user switches 
back to online mode, Web-to-Go replicates any data changes to Oracle8.

Synonym

A synonym is an alternative name, or alias, for a table, view, sequence, snapshot, or 
another synonym.

Table

A table is a database object that stores data that is organized into rows and columns. 
In a well designed database, each table stores information about a single topic (such 
as company employees or customer addresses).

Three-Tier Web Model

The three-tier Web model is an Internet database configuration that contains a 
client, a middle tier, and a database server. Web-to-Go architecture follows the 
three-tier Web model. 

Transaction

A set of changes made to selected data in a relational database. Transactions are 
usually executed with a SQL statement such as ADD, UPDATE, or DELETE. A 
transaction is complete when it is either committed (the changes are made 
permanent) or rolled back (the changes are discarded).

A transaction is frequently preceded by a query, which selects specific records from 
the database that you want to change. See also "SQL".

Unique key

A table’s unique key is a column or group of columns that are unique in each row of 
a table. To satisfy a UNIQUE KEY constraint, no unique key value can appear in 
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more than one row of the table. However, unlike the PRIMARY KEY constraint, a 
unique key made up of a single column can contain NULL values.

View

A view is a customized presentation of data selected from one or more tables (or 
other views). A view is like a "virtual table" that allows you to relate and combine 
data from multiple tables (called base tables) and views. A view is a kind of "stored 
query" because you can specify selection criteria for the data that the view displays.

Views, like tables, are organized into rows and columns. However, views contain no 
data themselves. Views allow you to treat multiple tables or views as one database 
object.

Web-to-Go

Oracle Web-to-Go is a framework for the creation and deployment of mobile, 
Web-based, database applications. Web-to-Go contains a three-tier database 
architecture consisting of the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go, the Mobile Server and 
Oracle8. It is centrally managed from the server and Web-to-Go applications can be 
run when Web-to-Go connected to the server (online) or disconnected from the 
server (offline). When Web-to-Go is offline it caches data locally and synchronizes 
the data with the server when it goes back online.

Mobile Client for Web-to-Go

The Mobile Client for Web-to-Go is the client tier of the Web-to-Go three-tier Web 
model. It contains the Mobile Server and the Oracle Lite database. Web-to-Go 
replicates the user’s applications and data to Oracle Lite when the user switches to 
offline mode. When the user switches back to online mode, Web-to-Go replicates 
any data changes to Oracle8.

Window Sequence

The window sequence is one of two sequences Web-to-Go uses in order to provide 
unique primary key values to the Mobile Client for Web-to-Go when it is in offline 
mode. The window sequence contains a unique range of values. The range of values 
never overlaps with those of other clients. When a client uses all the values in the 
range of its sequence, Web-to-Go recreates the sequence with a new, unique range of 
values.

Workspace

The Mobile Server Workspace is a Web page that provides users with access to 
Web-to-Go applications. Web-to-Go generates the Workspace in the user’s browser 
after the user logs in to Web-to-Go. The Workspace displays icons, links, and 
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descriptions of all applications that are available to the user. An application is 
available to the user after the administrator publishes it to the Web-to-Go system 
and grants access privileges to the user.
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